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MARIES 

 POST-DISENGAGEMENT GAZA AND THE RISKS OF AL-QAEDA INFILTRATIONS 
 Mattera 

oncern on the infiltrations of al-Qaeda in the chaotic situation of Gaza has been widely 
sed, months prior to the actual disengagement. As the Palestinian-Egyptian border is extremely 
able, the problem is also related to the penetration of al-Qaeda inside the Egyptian Muslim 
erhood. The power of penetration of al-Qaeda, in term of finance, organisation, ideology, short-
term missions, is overwhelming and it might overcome the ideological distinctions of the two 
isations. The Quarterly intends to analyse the possibilities of an eventual tactical cooperation, 
en al-Qaeda and Hamas. Starting from an account of the already existing liaisons and 
iations, the article tries to draft possible scenarios of relationship and the strategic implications 
h a case. 

TITION OF KOSOVO.AN OLD IDEA OUT OF FASHION? 
 considerations on the final stage of Yugoslavia dissolution  
 Quercia 

 for solving the Kosovo issue by partitioning the former Yugoslavian province between Serbs and 
ians were formulated by circles of Serbian intellectuals between 1992 and 1998. These ideas 
ned minority positions in the Serbian politics and in the national debate over the future of 
o and disappeared completely after NATO intervention. During the United Nations 
istration of Kosovo the final status issue was frozen and there were no possibilities of opening it 
 on new basis. The decision of UN administration to pull out from Kosovo and the opening of UN 
red negotiations on the final status issue are going to change completely the framework of the 
e over Kosovo. Will the option of partition be discussed at the negotiation table ? 

 “EASTERN VECTOR” IN RUSSIAN FOREIGN POLICY 
ea Grazioso 

analysis of Russia’s foreign policy presents a multitude of methodological and cognitive 
ems, due to the intrinsically elusiveness of the subject, the limited number of reliable information 
 decision – making processes and the sheer complexity of the political landscape in the widest 
ry of the world. 
ugh the effect of the combination of structural limits and internal constrains, this apparently 
adictory and seldom coherent foreign policy is the only available choice for the present Russia. 
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FROM COVERT THROUGH OVERT TO COVERT AGAIN: THE PARABOLA OF U.S. 
SPECIAL OPERATION FORCES 
Lucio Martino 
 
In the 9/11 aftermath, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld seems convinced that the military is 
better suited than the CIA for much Intelligence work. Today, there seems to be no question that the 
Pentagon plans to use its expanded Special Operations Forces for Covert Operations, a mission 
typical of the CIA. As a consequence, after a short age of relative visibility characterized by the 
introduction of new humanitarian missions, and after the successes reached in Afghanistan and Iraq, 
American Special Forces are once again slowly fading in the shadows. 
 
 
PAKISTAN THE THREAT OF ISLAMIC RADICALISM 
Second Part. 
Fausto Biloslavo 
 
In the second part of this essay the focus is on radical Islamic militant groups, especially the Sunni 
ones, on the bloody feud between Shias and Sunnis, and the Kashmir problem, which could be solved 
definitively if a further effort is made in the peace process currently being pursued by Pakistan and 
India. Last July’s London bombing and the links which emerged between some of the suicide bombers 
and Pakistan, in particular the “educational” periods they spent in the local madrasses, make the 
analysis of the Koran schools carried out in the first part of the essay all the more relevant. This is 
why the second part opens with a brief chapter on recent Pakistani initiatives, which have been 
strongly pushed through by President Pervez Musharraf, to bring the madrasses under greater 
control. 
 
THE NEW PRO-U.S. FOREIGN POLICY OF PARAGUAY 
Consequences on South American integration  
Riccardo Gefter Wondrich 

During the last months Paraguay signed an agreement with the United States Administration granting 
American troops immunity and providing 13 military exercises in Paraguayan territory. The troops 
will help train Paraguayan officials to deal with narcotraffic, terrorism and domestic health issues. 
With this decision, the Paraguayan Government decided to adopt a clear pro-U.S. strategy in foreign 
policy, with no coordination with Mercosur partners.The agreement has provoked the reaction of the 
neighbouring countries, that foresee the U.S. intention to install a large military base in Paraguayan 
territory, with the purpose of controlling the natural resources of the area and the political evolution 
of the Southern Cone countries.A weaker coordination among South American Governments could 
favour the new bilateral strategy of the United States in the region. 
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THE BURDEN OF CORRUPTION ON AFRICA’S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
“Corruption hurts the poor disproportionately by diverting funds intended for development, 
undermining a government’s ability to provide basic services, feeding inequality and injustice, and 
discouraging foreign investment and aid” (Kofi Annan, UN Secretary, October 2003) 
Maria Egizia Gattamorta 
 
Corruption is not only morally unacceptable but, most of all, it is considered by several structures 
such as the World Bank, international Institutions and by the NGO, as a “lethal economic cancer”. It 
halts the development of weaker Nations, obstacles a fair distribution of resources and particularly 
strikes lower classes.  
According to Transparency International, NGO globally known for its campaigns against corruption, 
African Nations are the most to be affected by this phenomenon since they can barely guarantee 
transparency and healthy management of resources.  
The Author of the following article highlight the principal causes behind corruption in the African 
Continent and its toll of heavy costs on local productive systems. Additionally the article asserts some 
commitments made to halt the spread of corruption and thus distinguishes African Countries that in 
recent years took the first steps towards an eventual full commitment to fight corruption. 
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Olga Mattera 
 

The post-disengagement Gaza and 
the risks of al Qaeda infiltrations 

 
 

Tuesday, August 2, al-Qaeda declared the establishment of a Gaza branch called 
“al-Qaeda-Palestine, Jihad Brigades in the Border Land.” (an al-Qaeda locution 
meaning warfront). The announcement, accompanied by a video tape, appeared 
on Websites normally reserved for releases on major al Qaeda strikes, such as the 
Madrid, London and Saudi bombing attacks and Abu Musab al-Zarqawi’s 
operations in Iraq. Al-Qaeda’s Palestinian gunmen performing on the tape claim 
the new organization is already in action and assume responsibility for firing 
rockets at the Israeli communities of Neve Dekalim and Gunei Tal in the Gaza 
Strip on July 301. Military tests revealed that Sinjal rockets, which are used by the 
Jihad Islami and are inferior even Qassam missiles, were indeed fired at those 
two places. Israeli intelligence experts on al-Qaeda seem to have three different 
theories to explain the new development2.  
1. One theory holds that the three most violent Palestinian groups, Hamas, 
Islamic Jihad and the al-Aqsa Brigades, established a new umbrella organization 
to carry out terrorist attacks against Israel’s withdrawal operation in two weeks 
while eluding the charge of flouting Abu Mazen’s orders. This theory does not 
fully explain al-Qaeda’s introduction to the Gaza Strip.  
2. Al-Qaeda’s agents infiltrated the Gaza Strip through Northern Sinai, the 
Palestinian arms smuggling gangs who work both sides of the Rafah border or 
Hizballah cells in Gaza, and set u p a new organization based on the Hamas and 
Islamic Jihad.  
3. The Palestinian Popular Committees which bring together the al-Aqsa 
Brigades and other terrorist splinters has split into feuding elements, one of 
which may have joined up with al-Qaeda, promised allegiance and collaboration 
and received funds.  
 
Whichever mechanism was used, it is clear that the international Islamist 
organization has made its first public appearance as a terrorist force present in 
the Gaza Strip.  
The Israeli newspaper Ha’aretz quotes, on the September the 15th, that “…the 
collapse of the Gaza-Egyptian border in the three days since Israel withdrew from 
the Strip, which has allowed thousands of Palestinians to enter Sinai and 
numerous Egyptians to enter Gaza, is extremely worrisome to Jerusalem. Israel is 

                                                 
1 Cfr. Debkafiles 
2 Ibid. 
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fearful not only of massive arms smuggling into Gaza, and consequently to the 
West Bank, but also, and particularly, that al-Qaeda operatives will be able to 
enter Gaza freely”3.   
 
The apprehension on the infiltrations of al-Qaeda in the confused and troubled 
situation of Gaza has been widely analysed, months prior to the actual 
disengagement. The problem is directly related to another possible “al-Qaida-
isation process”, that seems to be on the path from years among the Egyptian 
Muslim Brotherhood. The Palestinian-Egyptian border is extremely permeable, 
both through the well-known Philadelphia road and the underground tunnels, and 
this is one difficulty. The other problem is the overwhelming power of penetration, 
in term of finance, organisation, ideology, short-long term mission that al-Qaeda  
possesses and channels into already existing structure such as Muslim 
Brotherhood and, eventually, Hamas. 
What are the real possibilities for al-Qaeda to infiltrate the Palestinian cluster?  
Is Hamas willing to accept these offerings, given that aims, origins, philosophies 
are very different?  
Are Palestinians willing to accept a “foreign” help given that the consequence 
might be that of loosing completely the international benefits and support? 
What kind of relationship may emerge, in terms of concrete objectives and 
tactical cooperation? 
Has the Gaza Disengagement worsened the situation? Would a Gaza "Hamas-
stan" become another al-Qaeda sanctuary in the future?  
Is there a significant ideological affinity between Hamas and al-Qaeda which 
might support the emergence of such a sanctuary in a Hamas-controlled 
territory?  
What security arrangements might exist on the ground to act as a countervailing 
factor against the development of such a sanctuary?  
In the past, al-Qaeda sought to establish itself wherever there was a security 
vacuum - in remote mountain areas or in economically weak, failed states. Would 
a security vacuum in a post-withdrawal Gaza facilitate al-Qaeda's entry there? 

The Second Generation of Terror Networks 

Since the war in Afghanistan, al-Qaeda has looked for new sanctuaries around the 
world, in the rocky border regions of Western Pakistan, in remote parts of 
Kurdistan that stretch from Iraq into Iran, and along the Saudi-Yemeni border. 
Similarly, al-Qaeda has sought to establish itself in indigent Somalia, the Horn of 
Africa, and in some of the weaker states in West Africa including Mali4. 
Moreover, the al-Qaeda network itself has changed considerably since the 9/11 
attacks in terms of organization and strategy. Many analysts agree on the fact that 
a network of loosely affiliated terrorist groups has now replaced the heretofore 

                                                 
3 Ha’aretz, Israel fears unfettered al-Qaida infiltration, 15, 09, 2005 
4 9/11 Commission Report 
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centrally-directed al-Qaeda of Osama bin Laden. Meanwhile, al-Qaeda is now 
tending to provide support for new regional Islamic rebellions around the world5.  
The second-generation organizations of these regional movements are bound 
together by a similar anti-Western worldview, a commitment to Salafi/Wahabi 
forms of Islam, and a clear identification with a reinvigorated global jihad6. As al-
Qaeda attempts to reconstitute itself, important questions need to be addressed, 
including who are these al-Qaeda affiliates and where will they operate? 
The eventual take-over of the Gaza Strip by Hamas certainly cannot be ruled out, 
given the enormous political clout it possesses and the relative decline of the 
Fatah movement in recent years, despite the recent municipal successes. Even if 
the Hamas take-over is partial and Hamas only shares power with Fatah in Gaza 
(the most plausible outcome for the moment), the political behaviour of the post-
withdrawal Palestinian government should be carefully monitored, by Jerusalem 
and by the International Community. 
 
Hamas and al-Qaeda: Common Ideological Roots and Early Cooperation 
 
The affinity of Hamas for groups that are part of the al-Qaeda network has been 
confirmed in 2004 when Hamas distributed computer CDs in the West Bank and 
Gaza that express the organization's identification with Chechen terrorists and 
with other "holy wars" in the Balkans, Kashmir, and Afghanistan. Pictured 
together are Hamas founder Sheikh Ahmed Yassin, Chechen leaders al-Khattab 
and Shamil Basayev, and Osama bin Laden. In its identification with the wider 
struggles of the global jihad, Hamas sees itself playing a part in the global 
offensive of militant Islam. This certainly provides the basis for cooperative 
relations emerging with al-Qaeda, should their interests coincide and conditions 
permit. 
Al-Qaeda and Hamas were both established in the period of 1987-1989 as 
offshoots of the Muslim Brotherhood, though al-Qaeda is heavily influenced by 
the Wahhabi roots of bin Laden in Saudi Arabia as well, and though the power of 
al-Qaeda is now “re- acquiring” the web of the weak Muslim brotherhood. Bin 
Laden's mentor was Sheikh Abdullah Azzam, a Palestinian who headed the 
Muslim Brotherhood in Jordan until he moved to Saudi Arabia and later to 
Pakistan. Hamas grew out of the Palestinian branch of the Muslim Brotherhood in 
the Gaza Strip. While al-Qaeda is an anti-civilization movement that seeks the 
total eradication of all non-Islamic governments, Hamas has historically chosen to 
focus essentially on one particular territorial region. Yet despite differing focuses, 
al-Qaeda and Hamas share similar qualities. 
In April 1991, leading Islamists from around the globe convened in Khartoum to 
create an umbrella organization for a new global Islamist network. Among the 

                                                 
5 Rohan Gunaratna, presentation at conference on "Terrorism's Global Impact," September 11-14, 2004, 
Interdisciplinary Center, Herzliya, Israel.  James Risen, "Evolving Nature of Al-Qaeda is Misunderstood, Critic 
Says," New York Times, November 8, 2004 
6 Cfr CeMiSS Quarterly, Jihad from Localism to Globalism, Summer 2005 
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attendances there were Gulbuddin Hikmatyar, leader of the Afghan Mujahadin 
faction, Ibrahim Ghawsha, spokesman of the Palestinian Hamas, Yasser Arafat7, 
and Osama bin Laden. Additional meetings followed in December 1993 and 
March-April 19958. 
One 1993 communique of the Popular Arab and Islamic Conference was signed 
by Hassan al-Turabi, the conference's general secretary, and Hamas leader Mussa 
Abu Marzook 9.Al-Turabi, who organized many of these meetings in Sudan, was 
funded largely by bin Laden and both shared the goal of fostering anti-capitalist 
pan-Islamism through global jihad. That a financial beneficiary and collaborator 
of bin Laden signed the official communique of this Islamist conference with the 
Hamas leader underscores the history of shared goals and communications 
between the two organizations. 
U.S. security and administration officials told the Washington Post they had 
received "multiple confirmations of a meeting in March [2003] between al-Qaeda, 
Hamas, and Hizballah figures."10. As already noted, there are increasing signs of 
a growing Hamas identification with figures associated with the global jihad. In 
the last year, additionally, Hamas publications have been extolling the writings of 
Abdullah Azzam with his message of global jihad, even though after 9/11 he is 
well known as the mentor of Osama bin Laden11. 
 
Al-Qaeda and the Palestinian Issue: Differences with Hamas 
 
Nonetheless, al-Qaeda and Hamas have had distinctly different priorities. Al-
Qaeda's aspirations have been notoriously global; it seeks to overthrow all non-
Islamic governments and prioritizes its war on the United States. In his 1998 
declaration of war, bin Laden issued the command to "kill the Americans and 
their allies - civilians and military" adding that “it is an individual duty for every 
Muslim who can do it in any country in which it is possible to do it"12. Hamas, 
on the other hand, has focused primarily on the "liberation of the Palestinian 
people"13.  In other words, al-Qaeda has a global ambition while Hamas is locally 
concentrated. Yet these differing missions are complementary. Al-Qaeda 
encourages local Islamist groups worldwide to find for themselves autonomous 
Islamic regions that can be linked together globally14. 
To understand al-Qaeda's primarily global focus, it is important to remember that 
historically the organization did not emerge from the Arab Israeli confrontations, 

                                                 
7 Ami Ayalon, ed., Middle East Contemporary Survey (Boulder, Col.: Westview Press, 1991) 
8 Ibid. 
9 Roland Jacquard, In the Name of Osama Bin Laden (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2002) 
10 Brian Ross and Pierre Thomas, "Attack Warning," ABCNEWS.com, May 20, 2003 
11 "The Influence of the 'Global Jihad' Network on the Hamas Movement," Intelligence and Terrorism 
Information Center at the Center for Special Studies; www.intelligence.org.il/sp/10_04/heritage.htm 
12 "Text of Fatwah Urging Jihad Against Americans," Al-Quds al-'Arabi, February 23, 1998 
13 Ibid 
14 Maria A. Reesa, Seeds of Terror, An Eyewitness Account of Al-Qaeda's Newest Center of Operations in 
Southeast Asia (New York: Free Press, 2003) 
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like many other Islamic groups. Instead, al-Qaeda was born right after the Soviet 
defeat in Afghanistan, where Muslim militants defeated a superpower. As a result, 
its entire focus has been global, right from the start. Al-Qaeda's narrative is based 
on replicating the Islamic conquests of the seventh century; just as the Byzantine 
and Persian Empires were crushed with the expansion of Islam, so al-Qaeda sees 
itself defeating the superpowers of the 12th century as well, including the U.S. 
Regionally, bin Laden's priorities seemed to be, first, the removal of the infidels 
from the Arabian Peninsula; second, the protection of Iraq; and only third, the 
liberation of Jerusalem, as the well-known writer Bernard Lewis noted15. Only 
recently has bin Laden been referring extensively to the Arab-Israeli conflict, like 
in his November 2004 video prior to the U.S. elections. But this has been more 
the exception than the rule for al-Qaeda. Ismail abu Shanab, a Hamas leader in the 
Gaza Strip, discussed the difference in priorities, noting: "Of course the world 
today is fighting al-Qaeda…al-Qaeda has a different struggle from the Palestinian 
struggle. We are Palestinian people under occupation and we are resisting the 
occupation.”16 
Additionally, while Hamas has been willing to strike tactical relationships of 
cooperation with Shiite groups, like Hizballah, al-Qaeda and its offshoots are 
fundamentally anti-Shiite. Ideologically, Wahhabis believe Shiites to be apostates 
deserving of death. In contrast, Hamas has been willing to forge strategic ties with 
Hizballah and with Shiite Iran. Because of their very different approaches to 
cooperation with Muslim "sectarians" in the past, Sheikh Omar Bakri 
Mohammed, an extremist cleric based in London, once stated that al-
Qaeda/Hamas cooperation was unlikely. 
Yet the final 9/11 Commission Report asserted that “the relationship between al-
Qaeda and Iran demonstrated that Sunni-Shiite divisions did not necessarily pose 
an insurmountable barrier to cooperation in terrorist operations”17. Thus, tactical 
cooperation between Sunni and Shiite Muslims was possible in the past; there 
should be no constraint on al-Qaeda/Hamas cooperation in the future when it 
serves mutual interests. 
At the same time, Hamas consistently sides with Saudi Arabia against al-Qaeda 
whenever a dispute arises because Hamas was bankrolled in the past primarily by 
Saudi Arabia. Hamas's Sheikh Yassin had personally condemned al-Qaeda attacks 
in Saudi Arabia as serving the interests of their mutual enemies. Yet in his 1996 
Declaration of War, bin Laden refers to five Muslim authorities including Sheikh 
Yassin, as well as Sheikh Salman al-Auda and Sheikh Safar al-Hawali, two 
Saudis who support Hamas18. 
Furthermore, there is a long history of collusion between terror groups of 
dramatically opposing ideologies. For example, bin Laden called for the lifting of 
sanctions against Saddam Hussein, despite despising him as a secular heretic. The 

                                                 
15 Bernard Lewis, "License to Kill: Usama bin Ladin's Declaration of Jihad," Foreign Affairs, Nov.-Dec. 1998 
16 Sebastian Rotella, "Israel Probes for Al Qaeda Links," Los Angeles Times, June 17, 2003 
17 Haytham Mouzahem, "Hizbullah and Al-Qaeda: Friends or Foes?" Beirut Daily Star, August 20, 2004 
18 "Bin Laden's Fatwah," Online News Hour: PBS 
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9/11 Commission highlighted that the Sunni and Shiite divisions did not preclude 
operational cooperation. Thus, to rule out collaboration between al-Qaeda and 
Hamas solely based on sectarian differences is misguided when based on 
theoretical considerations, historical facts, and empirical evidence. 
 

Previous Al-Qaeda/Hamas Cooperation and Shared Sources of Funding 

There is growing evidence of al-Qaeda/Hamas collaboration:  
Bin Laden sent emissaries to Hamas in September 2000 and January 2001 after 
the outbreak of the intifada19.  
Israel arrested three Hamas militants in 2003 after they had returned from an al-
Qaeda training camp in Afghanistan20. 
Jordanian security officials reported in 2003 that two Hamas agents traveled to 
Afghanistan to recruit the remnants of al-Qaeda, in a Time magazine story, 
"Hamas Goes Global."21. 
Hamas terrorists Eyad Bak and Nabil Ukal were also al-Qaeda members who had 
trained and colluded with other al-Qaeda cells22. After informing Sheikh Yassin 
of his activities in Afghanistan, the Hamas leader paid Ukal $10,00023. 
According to IDF Chief of Staff Lt.-Gen. Moshe Yaalon, suicide bombers 
Mohammed Hanif and Omar Sharif were recruited to Hamas by al-Qaeda24. Both 
were British citizens of Pakistani descent who were responsible for the bombing 
of "Mike's Place" in Tel Aviv in 2003. 
Al-Qaeda and Hamas are often funded by the same people and organizations. 
According to the Council on Foreign Relations, "Hamas [leaders]...often use the 
very same methods and even the same institutions [as al-Qaeda] to raise and move 
their money"25. Both organizations often draw upon so-called "social services" 
and "charities" to fundraise and recruit. 
Prominent Yemeni cleric Sheik Mohammed al-Hasan al-Moayad boasted of 
providing money, recruits, and supplies to both al-Qaeda and Hamas26. 
The U.S. and UN say that Saudi businessman Yasin Qadi funded al-Qaeda and 
Hamas through two non-profit organizations27. 
Bin-Laden's financial manager, Wadi el-Hage, wrote "joint venture" beside his 
phone book entry for the Holy Land Foundation, a non-profit organization that 
funded Hamas28. 

                                                 
19 Jacquard, "In the Name of Osama Bin Laden,"  
20 Marc Perelman, "New Islamist Network Seen Emerging from Blasts," Forward, May 23, 2003 
21 Matt Rees and Jamil Hamad, "Hamas Goes Global," Time, May 26, 2003 
22 Christopher Slaney, "Israel Seeks Al Qaeda Bogeymen," Middle East Times 
23 Yoni Fighel and Yael Shahar, "The Al-Qaeda-Hizballah Connection," International Policy Institute for 
Counter-Terrorism, February 26, 2002 
24 Army Radio, May 7, 2003, as reported by Daily Alert 
25 Matthew Levitt, "The Political Economy of Middle East Terrorism," MERIA, December 2002 
26 Grant McCool, "U.S. Charges Two with Aiding al Qaeda and Hamas," Yahoo! News, March 5, 2003 
27 Rita Katz and James Mitre, "Collaborating Financiers of Terror," National Review Online 
28 Ibid 
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The U.S. froze assets of the Benevolence International Foundation (for funding 
al-Qaeda), which had agreements to work with the Holy Land Foundation (which 
funded Hamas)29. 
The Treasury Department announced that Bank al-Taqwa, which in 1997 
funneled $60 million to Hamas, had also funded al-Qaeda. Al-Taqwa shareholders 
include individuals linked to al-Qaeda and known members of Hamas30. 
The International Islamic Relief Organization branch in the Philippines, which 
was headed by bin Laden's brother-in-law, Muhammad Jamal Khalifa, from 1986 
to 1994, served as a conduit to the Abu Sayyef organization fighting the Filipino 
Army. In at least one instance, the IIRO, a Saudi-based organization, donated 
$280,000 to Palestinian charities linked to Hamas31. 
Sheikh Omar bin Bakri Muhammad, a well-known link between bin Laden's 
network and various Palestinian organizations, said that bin Laden's International 
Islamic Front for Jihad against the Jews and the Crusaders supports Hamas with 
money, recruitment, and propaganda32. 
According to a 2004 FBI affidavit, al-Qaeda had enrolled Hamas members to 
conduct surveillance of American targets33. 

Implications for Gaza Disengagement  

Today, al-Qaeda is increasingly decentralized and in disarray. As President Bush 
often notes, two-thirds of al-Qaeda's known leadership has either been killed or 
captured. As al-Qaeda attempts to rehabilitate itself, a danger exists that Hamas 
will provide a Gaza safe-haven for international terrorist organizations, 
specifically al-Qaeda. Time, money, and persistence transformed al-Qaeda into 
the massive terror network it had become - despite its humble beginnings fighting 
the Soviet Union in Afghanistan.  
On the other hand, Hamas' trends indicate a greater emphasis on anti-Western 
rhetoric and increased collusion with al-Qaeda. While Israel continues its fight 
against Palestinian terror, Hamas is undoubtedly looking for more sources of 
money, recruits, and training. They are fueled by the same Wahhabi sheikhs, 
mostly from Saudi Arabia. Significantly, they are also often funded by the exact 
same people. 
Clearly, a dangerous mix of conditions exists for the potential aid of al-Qaeda to 
Hamas and vice versa. Though the operational cooperation between the two 
groups may only be intermittent today. As Israel has finalised its disengagement, 
a grave threat exists that Gaza will become an international terror base. Just as 
lawlessness and terror rule in the Afghan-Pakistan border region, conditions may 
be similar given Israeli disengagement from Gaza. Without an effective anti-terror 

                                                 
29 Ibid 
30 . Matthew Levitt, "Political Economy of Middle East Terrorism." 
31 .Matthew Levitt, "Untangling the Terror Web: Al-Qaeda is Not the Only Element," Policywatch,  
32 Ibid 
33 Erick Stakelbeck, "Hamas in America," New York Sun, September 28, 2004; 
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network with freedom of movement in Gaza, conditions would be ripe for a bin 
Laden/Hamas-based network in Gaza. And, just as Coalition forces have found it 
difficult to enter the Afghan-Pakistan region, so too would it be difficult to enter 
an extremist-ruled Gaza. 
Such was the case in Lebanon in the early 1980s as well. Terrorist groups 
worldwide, from the German Baader-Meinhof faction to the Japanese Red Army, 
found refuge in Lebanon. From that safe haven, dozens of terror organizations 
aided one another without interference from abroad. It was only the full-scale 
Lebanon war of 1982 that eradicated that international terror safe-haven.  
 
To prevent a safe haven for terrorism from emerging in Gaza, Israel should be 
able to maintain control over the strategic envelope around Gaza even after its 
disengagement, particularly air, land, and sea access to the territory. For 
example, unless Israel controls the ports, weapons ships such as the Karine A 
would become commonplace. Or, the military control over the Philadelphia 
corridor along the Gaza-Egyptian border is an imperative to stop the flow of 
heavy weaponry to a myriad of Palestinian terror factions. Continued control of 
air-space is also necessary to prevent massive smuggling of weapons through 
Gaza's airport. In the past, the PA has proven itself to be totally incapable to 
dismantle the terrorist infrastructure.  
The extent to which the Gaza Strip has unimpeded access to the outside world 
without Israeli security controls will determine whether the post-disengagement 
Gaza becomes a sanctuary for global terrorist groups like al-Qaeda. Historically, 
insurgencies and terrorism campaigns have succeeded wherever they have been 
able to maintain external lines of supply. Conversely, insurgencies have been 
defeated when they have been isolated. The control over Gaza's access routes is 
imperative in order to isolate the terrorist infrastructure. 
Another factor will be Gaza's dependence on Egypt. If Gaza requires use of al-
Arish airport in northern Sinai or other sorts of access to Egypt, its behaviour can 
be affected by pressure from Cairo. 
A third factor affecting the behaviour of Hamas in Gaza will be its perception of 
victory over Israel, with its claim to have forced Israel's disengagement through 
its military struggle. In Afghanistan, the victory of the mujahidin over the Soviet 
Army in the 1980s led them to adopt global goals and create al-Qaeda. In Egypt, 
security forces defeated militant Islamists in the mid-1990s and, as a result, a 
national dialogue was established between the Mubarak government and the 
Muslim Brotherhood. Hence, a prerequisite for a successful Israeli 
disengagement from Gaza will be the crushing of Hamas militarily by the Israeli 
Defense Forces. 
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Yet the success of Israel in neutralizing the emergence of an al-Qaeda sanctuary 
cannot be completely assured. Israel will face enormous international pressure to 
ease its grip on the strategic envelope surrounding Gaza. European diplomats 
have already inquired about Israel abandoning the Philadelphia corridor in an 
effort to "improve" Prime Minister Sharon's Gaza disengagement proposal.  
Ironically, by seeking to neutralize Israeli military power, Western states might 
help to create the very sort of security vacuum in Gaza that al-Qaeda requires in 
order to establish a new sanctuary. The dangers of a semi-sovereign "Hamas-
stan" providing operational, logistical, financial, or ideological sanctuary to al-
Qaeda are too real and too deadly to limit any effective steps to totally eradicate 
both of these terror organizations. 
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Paolo Quercia 
 

Partition of Kosovo. 
An old idea out of fashion? 

Considerations on Kosovo’s unmentionable option  
 
 
A new context for an old idea: UN searching for an exit strategy from Kosovo 
 
The United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan, after having received Kei 
Aide’s report on the situation in Kosovo, has recommended to the Security 
Council the opening of the negotiations on Kosovo’s final status. The report of the 
UN envoy is a diplomatic mixture of positive and negative assessments on the 
situation of the province; the main object of the report was to evaluate the 
progress that have been achieved in several democratic and human rights fields, 
the famous “Kosovo standards”, for a long time considered a sine qua non 
condition before status talk could start. The standards were designed to ensure the 
presence of basic values of multi-ethnicity, democracy and market orientation. 
The standards, if implemented, should have become the platform for a future 
integration of Kosovo with Europe. It is not a mystery that the real situation on the 
ground is very far from being satisfactory and that too many standards are far 
from being met. UN report can’t hide this but the political necessities of a UN exit 
strategy from Kosovo shaped the report in a very fatalistic and pessimist way. The 
real understated sense is that little progress have been achieved in the fields of 
standards in Kosovo, but the prospects for future are grim and if the present status 
quo will be maintained unchanged the situation could become worse and it could 
even jeopardize the successes achieved so far. The report is also admitting that the 
timing for opening the final status negotiations is not the most favourable, but that 
the future is too uncertain to wait longer. Therefore, the best option is to open in 
the next months the final status negotiations.  
The document that the Norwegian ambassador presented to Kofi Annan is, in 
reality, an act of accusation towards UN administration and, indirectly, against the 
real UN capabilities of   piloting a historically backward province towards 
democratic development and economic sustainability. Kofi Annan has sent the 
report to the 15 members of the Security Council welcoming, in his transmission 
letter, the immediate opening of negotiations on the final status of Kosovo. Very 
likely the UN Security Council will decide by the end of October the modalities 
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and the conditions of the negotiations and the process could start by the end of the 
year.  
The acceleration of the Kosovo issue in 2005 is mostly the consequence of the 
March 2004 incidents, when the sparks of anti Serb violence set the province in 
fire for three days when UN, KFOR and the Serb minority were hostages of the 
rioting crowds. The incidents confirmed the level of tension that still existed 
between the two communities but, what is more important, added two new 
dimensions to the Kosovo problem. First, KFOR and UNMIK police faced serious 
problems in stopping a minor incident and the violence extended to the whole 
province, which felt for 3 days out of their control. Second, UN officers, vehicles 
and buildings were directly attacked by the crowd demonstrating the growing 
dissatisfaction of kossovars towards the interim administration and – more 
dramatically – what could happen in the future if independence will not be 
granted to Kosovo. The acceleration of the opening of the negotiations caught 
both Pristina and Belgrade by surprise and the positions on the discussion table 
are still very far. Since the international community decided that the status quo is 
unbearable, the future negotiations will start from opposite solutions: the option of 
immediate and full independence, and the option of a return of Kosovo inside 
Serbian sovereignty but with a great degree autonomy. Naturally, the Serb 
proposal is strongly rejected by Kosovo Albanians and Belgrade declares that it 
will never accept an independent Kosovo. The international community seems 
intentioned to mediate between the two positions and it is ready to accept both a 
full scale independence or any other solution that falls short of immediate 
independence by granting an extensive autonomy for the short term and full 
independence in the medium – long term (if all the standards will be met). What 
seems certain is that the international community is against a return to the pre 
1999 situation or any other form of a direct return of Serbian rule on the Province.  
 
Between these two pillars (independence or autonomy) there are several other 
possible solutions for the future of the province, most of them based on different 
plans for cantonization of Kosovo and on the strategy of “autonomy within 
autonomy” for the Serbian minority. What seems to be missing from the political 
debate and from the diplomatic negotiations is the old issue of a partition of 
Kosovo as a solution to solve an apparently unsolvable issue.       
 
Partition of Kosovo. A pre war idea without supporters  
During the last decade many projects proposing explicitly the partition of Kosovo 
appeared both in the Serbian and western media and in the production of some 
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influential Serbian academic circles1.  
One of the first ideas for dividing Kosovo into two parts came form the Serb 
academic Dobrica Cosic, President of the Serbian Academy of Science and Arts 
at the time when the Academy produced the famous Memorandum of SANA2. 
Cosic’s proposal was made public in 1992 and it was based on an option of 
splitting the province in two halves, following a proportion of 60 : 40 (Albanian / 
Serb). This proposal   was characterised by the fact that the Serbian portion of 
Kosovo territory didn’t include any exclaves but the focus was on the territorial 
factor and on the necessity of its integrity. A substantive and contiguous stripe of 
territory stretching from Northern to Western part of Kosovo was to be ascribed to 
Serbia (this part included both the capital Pristina and the industrial city of 
Mitrovica).  
Two years later the idea of partitioning Kosovo was further elaborated by 
Branislav Kristic, who proposed a division of Kosovo where Serbs would take 
some 30% to 40% of the territory. This proposal, compared to Covic’s one, was 
not based on the annexation of the entire North – East stripe of the province but it 
was more oriented to jeopardise Kosovo in a multiplicity of Serbian territories and 
enclaves that would prevent a coherent territorial administration for the Albanian 
part. Pristina itself would have been divided in two parts, the western part 
(including Kosovo Polje) would have been assigned to the Serbs and the Eastern 
part to the Albanians. The eastern part of Pristina would have been connected 

with the Albanian exclave of Podujevo, while the Serbian territory of Kosovska 

Mitrovica (Northern of Pristina) would have been linked with the Serbian exclave 

of Gracanica (Southern than Pristina) through the Capital itself, since the two 

Serbian territories would have reached Pristina outskirts. A characteristic of 

Kristic proposal was that the territory of Pec, including the monastery of Decani, 

would have been assigned to the bordering Montenegro and not directly to 

Serbia itself. According to Nexhmedin Spahiu3 this project implied that  more 

than one million of Kosovo Albanians would have been expelled from Serb 

territory to other part of Kosovo.  

The idea of a partition of Kosovo as a possible solution for the old conflict was 
still present in Serbia also after Dayton and it was proposed again by another 
SANU President, Alexander Despic. Despic main argument for proposing again 

                                                 
1 Nexhmedin Spahiu, Serbian tendencies for partitioning ok Kosova, CEU, Budapest, 1999 
2 The Memorandum of SANA is a document written in 1986 from the Serbian Academy of 
Science and Arts that was very critical with the Yugoslavian state organisation as it resulted from 
the 1974 new constitution. The Memorandum accuses the new Constitution because it weakened 
the position of the Serbian state and put in danger the same existence of the Serbian people.  
3 Nexhmedin Spahiu, op. cit. p. 100 
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the partition issue was demographic more than ethnical or territorial; Despic’s 
biggest worrying was that the growing rate of the Albanian population could have 
lead in few decades to a Serbia with two main nationalities of similar size, Serbs 
and Albanians. In Despic’s words “time works for the Albanian nation and it can 
therefore wait the day when it will become stronger, when its size becomes 
similar to that of Serbs. The Serb nation has much less time at its disposal to make 
its final choice. Before us is perhaps only one decade in which to opt for one or 
the other solution. After that, the question will be outdated: we will be living in a 
country of ethnically duality”4.  According to Nexhmedin Spahiu, this proposal 
could be considered one of the most moderate Serb partitioning projects, since it 
was not motivated by strict nationalistic concerns but more by demographic 
considerations.5  
Another partitioning project that is not strictly connected to the Serb nationalistic 
agenda is that of Steven Majstorovic, a Serbian American scholar that suggested 
the division of Kosovo by a proportion of 75% for the Albanians and 25% for the 
Serbs.6       
The Majstorovic partitioning line in the map of Kosovo runs north from Pristina 
to the southern part of Mitrovica, following the road to Pec, going behind it to the 
Monastery of Decan. In this plan most of the orthodox monasteries – although not 
the most important ones – are left in the Albanian territory, but it leaves to the 
Serbs most of Kosovo’s mines and industry.  The Serbs that will be left in the 
Albanian independent area will have to follow the path of their ancestors, 
migrating to the North and re-settling in the North part of Kosovo or in Serbia 
itself. The city of Pristina should be the divided in two parts after complex 
negotiations and it will be partially internationalised by the presence of 
international community offices and peacekeepers.   
The last and most recent proposal for a division of Kosovo was made during the 
1998 Serbian military campaign against KLA (September 1998) by Dusan 
Batakovic. The idea was presented in the softer form of a cantonization and a 
progressive “extraction” of the most important Serb area from the Kosovo 
province. The plan proposed the creation of five Serb Cantons, each of them 
granted of almost perfect autonomy and with legislative, political and judiciary 
bodies: the biggest one in terms of territory and population was laying in the far 
North of the province, from the outskirts of Mitrovica up to the Serbian border 
including the municipalities of Leposavic, Zvecan and Zubin Potok; the most 

                                                 
4 Cvijetin Milicojevic, Ko deli Kosovo (Who is going to divde Kossovo), Betmi, Belgrade 1996.  
5 N. Spahiu, op. cit, 102.  
6 Steven Majstorovic, The Endgame in Kossovo, Conference paper “Identity and Territorial  
Autonomy in Plural Societies”, Santiago de Compostela, 1998.  
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strategic one was, opposite to  it, in the far South of the Province, in the strip of 
Kosovo land wedged between Albania and Macedonia, including the 
municipalities of Opolje and Gora. The third canton would consist of the 
municipalities of Kosovo Polje and Lipjan including the Serbian villages of 
Caglavinica, Gracanica and Laplje Selo. The creation of this Canton would 
require a consistent work of gerrymandering, changing the current borders of the 
municipalities making it possible to group together towns and villages with a 
majority Serbian population. The forth Canton would encompass the area between 
the current municipalities of Kamenica, Vitia and Gilan with marginal 
modifications of the current borders. The fifth canton, in the East, would consist 
of the Serbian rural areas from Peja to Istok and Klina, attaching to it the 
properties of the monasteries of Decan and the Pec Patriarchy.  
In general, according to Batakovic proposal, the important orthodox monasteries 
(Gracanica, Devic, Gorioc, Sv. Arhandjeli, Zociste, Banjska, Draganac, Sokolica 
etc) and their properties would be adjoined to the most adjacent cantons 
depending on their territorial proximity7. The largest cities (Mitrovica, Pristina, 
Gilan, Pec, etc) would have their own special mixed Serb – Albanian 
administration. The rest of the territory would have been divided into cantons 
according to the needs and requirements of the Albanian population. An 
interesting aspect of Batakovic theory is that its proposal of cantonization is only 
temporary and it should remain in force for some 15 – 20 years before a final 
status solution could have reached among Serbs, Albanians and the international 
community.  
 
Batakovic theory was the last one to be presented as a political platform for the 
solution of the Kosovo issue. Few months after it was proposed NATO 
intervention in Kosovo changed completely the military, demographical and 
political balance of power in the province and the timid debate of a portioned 
solution of the Kosovo issue that rose in Serbia suddenly disappeared. It is 
interesting to notice that the proposals for the division of  Kosovo were all 
formulated in Serbia and a similar debate didn’t rise among Kosovo’s political 
party and intellectuals. In Serbia the proposal for abandoning to the Albanian self 
rule a part of the province were formulated from a minority of intellectuals and 
they were never supported by government and the political parties and they never 
obtained popular consensus.  
The Serb circles and intellectual that formulated them were mostly moved by the 
necessity of finding a non-strictly military solution to the civil war that was 
igniting the province. Some of them were more nationalistic and inspired by 
radical anti Albanian feelings, other were more objective and sustainable, but all 
of them aimed at achieving the same results: to protect the orthodox holy sites and 

                                                 
7 Nexhmedin Spahiu, op. cit, p. 119 
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the national identity markers, to keep the control of some natural resources and 
industrial sites, to stop the flux of Serbs that were leaving Kosovo because of 
economical underdevelopment and ethnic conflict, and to create a territorial 
continuity among the different Serb enclaves and Serbian mainland. In some of 
the partitioning proposals we can also see a strategic intention of jeopardizing the 
province in a way that future independence for the Kosovo Albanians would be 
practically impossible.  
When, in 1998, the international community increased its level of attention on the 
situation in Kosovo and moving the issue to the international world politics 
agenda, the Serbian academics and politicians realised that it was too risky at that 
moment to open the question of partition of Kosovo because an internationalised 
negotiation to divide Kosovo between Serbs and Albanians could have led to a 
debate on full independence for the rump Kosovo, since this was the desire of the 
overwhelming majority of the population. In this context, Batakovic proposal was 
the one mostly aimed at catching the attentions of western diplomats by offering 
an intermediate platform between the partition based on exchange of populations 
and the full scale anti guerrilla military strategy of the government.                 
 
Is partition of Kosovo an option for the coming negotiations on final status?  
 
When negotiations on the final status of Kosovo will start in the next months 
several proposal will be on the table of discussion, ranging from maintenance of 
the status quo, to semi independence to full independence. Serbian negotiation 
platform could also offer a proposal similar to Batakovic’s, trying to maintain 
unchanged the Kosovo formal international legal status, granting an high degree 
of autonomy to the Albanian provinces and a second autonomy from the 
autonomous Kosovo to some Serbian territories and enclaves. This option, that 
was already refused by the Albanian parties, can be defined a sort of cantonization 
without sovereignty and, even if it will become a base of discussion, in the 
intention of the Serbs can’t lead to the partition of the Albanian municipalities and 
independence.     
A total partition option would mean the full independence of part of Kosovo 
territory under direct Albanian self-rule and a system of Serb enclaves under 
direct Serbian government.  
It can be awkward to realise that the three main actors of the future Kosovo 
negotiations (the Serbs, the Albanians and the EU – UN tandem), while they are 
divided on almost everything, they agree in rejecting any solution for total 
partition of Kosovo in two separate territorial entities with separate legal status.   
If there is consensus on all sides in refusing to discuss on the “partition option” 
the motivations, of course, are very different. The Serbs, theoretically the only 
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part that could be more interested in directing the negotiations towards this 
outcome, are against it for several reasons. First of all because after NATO 
intervention and five years of UNMIK administration there is not too much left to 
be divided for the Serbs. The greatest part of the population left Kosovo (and it is 
not willing or is not in the condition to come back) and the thin minority left is 
living dispersed in the province’s territory. It will be very difficult for the Serbs to 
produce a new map of a demographically sustainable ethnical partition of Kosovo 
that could be defended during the negotiations. The second reason is that the 
Serbs still believe that they can avoid Kosovo from being independent and they 
can’t accept partition of their enclaves because the still don’t accept the partition 
of Kosovo from (former) Yugoslavia. This concept, in the wording of a Belgrade 
politician sounds, “we can’t accept any option of partition of Kosovo because this 
will be a partition of a partition that we don’t recognize”.  
As far as the Albanian side is concerned, it is crystal clear the reason why they 
can’t accept any option of dividing Kosovo. They are close to reach the desired 
but unexpected goal of   full independence for the whole province and, if they 
don’t commit strategic errors, they can manage to keep the international 
community on their positions and to prepare the basis for a future independence. 
Also in the words of Kofi Annan “independence of Kosovo is an option”. 
Dividing the province could only endanger the future economic and territorial 
sustainability of Kosovo. Furthermore the fragmentary and divided political 
situation in Kosovo and the compact stand of the Albanian population for 
independence leaves no manoeuvring room for any political party to pick up the 
partition option; at least until the Albanians of Kosovo will enjoy the support of 
the international community on their way to the independence. Some kossovo 
Albanians also argue that any independence of Kosovo that will mutilate the 
present borders of the province will result in creating the circumstances for a 
future attraction of the “smaller Kosovo” towards a “great Albania” scenario. 
As far as the international community (in the case of Kosovo embodied by the UN 
– EU tandem) there is a clear stand against partition. First of all since the 
international community’s primary role is to mediate between the two conflicting 
parties (and since both parties are officially refusing the option of a division of 
Kosovo) it would be senseless to work on such an unrealistic agreement. Secondly 
(and especially in the UN context) there is a strong “ideological” opposition to 
any international backed partition of sovereign states along administrative internal 
lines. For the same reasons the idea of an independent  Kosovo is also opposed by 
several important states in the international community (China and Russia for 
example); but this is still a division along a quasi-state border (since Kosovo, 
according to 1974 constitution was a province equated to a state inside the federal 
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Yugoslavian state). Giving state independence and sovereignty to a cluster of 
municipalities is a political and international law precedent that several world 
states will compare to a geopolitical nightmare.    
 
Conclusions  
 
At the moment there are no realistic chances to introduce plans for the partition of 
Kosovo in the coming discussions on the final status negotiations. Nevertheless it 
is still important to study and to maintain high the attention on the options of 
territorial division of Kosovo because there are still great uncertainties on the real 
outcomes of the negotiations and an eventual stalemate could result in the re-
opening of the debate on a division of Kosovo. The uncertainty of the negotiations 
is well expressed by the words of a Serb diplomat: “we don’t know what will be 
the solution of the Kosovo issue. But we believe that the final option will be 
significantly different from the two positions that Serbs and Albanians will bring 
to the negotiation table”. And somebody believes that secret negotiations on a 
division of Kosovo are already on the way as an ultimate last instance option. 
 
                                                 
8 Global Research in International Affairs (GLORIA) Center, Reuven Paz, ‘From Madrid to 
London: Al-Qaeda Exports the War in Iraq to Europe’  Prism Occasional Paper, Volume 3 , 
Number 3 July 2005 
9http://www.tajdeed.org.uk/forums/showthread.php?s=b41a32c832558708abd304453a06ae15&thr
eadid=36745 
10 J.M. Davis, Between Jihad and Salaam, Profiles in Islam, St. Martin’s Griffin, New York, 1999 
11 Ibid 
12 Global Jihad and the United States:Interpretation of the New World Order of Usama bin Ladin,  
Reuven Paz, PRISM Series of Global Jihad, No. 1, 2002 
13 Some of them opened their own web sites. Among them the more famous of these scholars are 
Abu Ayman al-Hilali, Abu Sa`ad al-`Ameli, Lewis Atiyyat Allah, and Abu `Ubayd al-Qurashi. 
Qira’ah li-mustaqbal al-ma`rakah bayna farouq al-`asr Usamah bin Laden wa-Amrika (Reading the 
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Andrea Grazioso 
 

The “Eastern Vector” 
 in Russian Foreign Policy 

 
 
 

Russian foreign policy is a matter of analysis in most of the research centres, 
ministries of foreign affairs and intelligence agencies all around the world. 
Although less relevant than the Soviet Union, Russia still plays a pivotal role in 
the Eurasian spaces, most notably in the Commonwealth of Independent States. 
Russia remains by far the second most powerful nuclear military power, probably 
the only country theoretically capable of destroying the United States and the rest 
of the world. 
The country holds huge reserves of oil and gas, along with many other natural 
resources. Due to its position and geographical dimension, Russia inevitably 
represents a major geopolitical player; for its history, it’s the natural successors of 
Tsarist’s and Soviet empires, which influenced and shaped the social and political 
destiny of a large part of the world. 
As a consequence, the analysis of Russia’s foreign policy presents a multitude of 
methodological and cognitive problems, due to the intrinsically elusiveness of the 
subject, the limited number of reliable information about decision – making 
processes and the sheer complexity of the political landscape in the widest 
country of the world. 
The purpose of this essay is to provide a general assessment about the main 
components in Russian decision – makings, an overview of economic and 
political players and some thoughts on cultural and ideological postures within 
Russian society. 
Then, the recent and less-recent relations between Russia and China will be 
checked, with the aim of estimate the nature and consistency of what has been 
defined the “Eastern Vector” in Russian foreign policy.  
 
 
From communism to democracy: ideas and ideology in Russian politics 
 
The collapse of the Soviet Union has led, since the early nineties, to a profound 
revision in the perception of Russian national interests. In terms of international 
relations, as a reaction to the dramatic failure of the “communist dream”, the most 
influential politicians of the first period in Yeltsin era were openly for a rapid 
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conversion of the whole society to the set of values enshrined in the Western 
liberal democracies based on capitalistic economies. 
Quickly, the flop of the Gaidar’s leadership started a new debate on the feasibility 
of the rapid transformation of the state-run economic system into the capitalistic-
based formula. 
The Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev was then targeted as a co-responsible for 
the step decline in Russia’s international ranking, both as a military and economic 
power. In short, the simple adoption of a new ideology – the integration into the 
Western world – as a substitute for the communist one, proved counterproductive 
for the promotion of national interests. 
On the other hand, the very definition of “national interests” delineated the 
complexity of the new reality and the difficulty of new politicians’ endeavour. 
Yevgeny Primakov, probably the most refined intellectual among Russian Foreign 
Ministers of the last decades, adopted the pragmatic approach of the maximum 
exploitation of Russia’s remaining elements of international ranking, such as the 
role in the UN Security Council and the nuclear arsenal. 
Both these factors proved useless in the late nineties, when Moscow failed in the 
interdiction of Western “aggression” to Russia’s allies and sphere of influence. 
The NATO expansion, both in terms of territorial dimension and security roles, 
and the concurrent Kosovo crisis, easily unveiled the inner limits of a pragmatic 
foreign policy deprived of a factual set of economic, military and political tools. 
The prevailing consensus toward a realistic approach in foreign relations was then 
overwhelmed by the explosion – in the cultural elite as well as among 
professional politicians – of often-erratic ideas, varying from Western-style 
liberalism to neo-imperialism, not without some nostalgic re-proposition of 
communism. 
Actually, all these ideas and ideologies played a major role in the public debate 
and in the internal political arena, but were adopted essentially as conceptual tools 
by the decision-making bodies, for asserting their particular position. 
Nonetheless, ideas and perceptions of the international landscape probably 
influenced some actors to the point of inspiring their decisions, beyond the pure 
calculation of sectional interests. 
 
The process of decision making 
 
The traditional opacity of Russian decision making organisation is a well-known 
cognitive problem. The “Kremlinology” has been a highly successful profession 
for Western analysts during the Cold War, basically consisting in the evaluation 
of the biographies of the main personalities in the Kremlin entourage and the 
relationships among them. 
Since the Soviet times, the subject further increased – if possible – its complexity, 
due to the emergence of new actors, often “informal”, like businessmen or 
“aides”.  
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Russian President is certainly one of the main actor in the decision-making 
process, and the increasing relevance of the Presidency within Russian political 
and constitutional framework obviously emphasises this reality. 
By the way, the tradition of a strong head of State is not a peculiarity of Russian 
more recent history; both in the Tsarist and the Soviet eras the Monarch and the 
Secretary General of Communist Party played a central role in the definition of 
foreign policy guidelines. 
With Putin, the process of “verticalisation” of internal policy-making has a direct 
effect on foreign policy as well, but this could be easily identified as a return into 
the traditional river-bed of Russian politics, after the erratic behaviour of Yeltsin’ 
times. 
Putin’s presidency prompted also the return of the intelligence apparatus as an 
influential body in foreign policy decision-making. Both the internal security 
Service FSB and the foreign intelligence counterpart SVR seem to have a leading 
role in providing the Kremlin with the information on international events. 
Probably, some of the most sensitive decisions adopted by the President in recent 
years were elaborated within the inner circle of Putin’s friends and close political 
allies, Nikolai Patrushev – head of FSB – and Sergei Ivanov, Minister of Defense 
and former head of analysis in SVR. 
A similarity between Yeltsin and Putin could be found in the role assigned to the 
Presidential Administration, traditionally the President’s own government, 
directly subordinated to the head of State. Sometimes the President uses high-
ranking officials from the Administration for sensitive roles in foreign policy, 
with the aim of retaining the ultimate control of the policy-making, but delegating 
the actual implementation of the decisions. As far as the role of the Government 
in foreign policy is concerned, traditionally it has been rather limited. 
Actually the Cabinet is directly involved in strategic issues – state of the 
economy, social issues etc. – but these have limited links with international 
relations, which remain primarily under the responsibility of the President. 
This rule has several exceptions anyway. First of all, the traditional focus of the 
Cabinet on economic issues – many Prime Ministers have been selected among 
economic experts and financial managers – implies an increasing role of the 
Government in foreign policy, since economic development is deeply related to 
international issues, like the accession to the World Trade Organisation or the 
bilateral agreements on energy exports. 
Also, the selection of strong personalities as Prime Ministers easily lead to higher 
international profiles of the head of the Government, as it was the case with 
Viktor Chernomyrdin, Yevgeny Primakov and Vladimir Putin himself. 
Within the Cabinet, the role of the Minister of Foreign Affairs and, more in 
general, of the Ministry, has been usually relegated to the actual implementation 
of foreign policy decisions. 
Certainly, the eventual rise of strong personalities could elevate the level of 
responsibilities in foreign policy decision making. Eduard Shevardnadze and, 
again, Yevgeny Primakov, are examples of “Soviet” and “Russian” Ministers with 
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a leading role in the shaping of foreign relations and in the definition of national 
interests. 
The role of other Ministries and institutions in foreign policy should not be 
downplayed. 
Today, the Ministry of Defense is again a major actor in this field, both because 
of the rising figure of Sergei Ivanov – perhaps the real successor of Putin – and 
for the relevance of arms export as a main source of economic gains and political 
leverage over third countries. 
The Security Council, a rather new element in Russian institutional landscape, has 
sporadically played a role, often related to security issues with international 
ramifications. However, the President usually assigns a large or narrow role to the 
Security Council, in adherence with his planned balance among the different 
bodies and institutions, or for the promotion of political allies, as the case of 
Sergei Ivanov, who acted as Chairman of the Security Council at the beginning of 
Putin’s first mandate. 
 
 
 
 
Sectional interests and constrains 
 
In today’s Russia, the proliferation of influential bodies for the foreign policy 
decision making should be seen as the natural outcome of the growing complexity 
of political and economic life within the country. 
In example, the inclusion of economic development among the strategic priorities 
to be pursued by the foreign policy brings to the unavoidable clash among 
conflicting interests. 
 
As for the accession to the World Trade Organisation, part of the Russian 
economy would be positively affected, while many other sectors would suffer 
heavily from the eventual lack of protectionism practices. 
The ever-growing importance of energy resources encompasses huge dilemmas in 
the definitions of strategic partnerships with foreign countries, which could 
change from partners to competitors, while remaining “locked” to the decades-
long joint investments needed for the construction of the pipelines. 
The military co-operation presents further elements of potential inconsistency 
between short-term economic advantages and long-term strategic risks. 
Today, the export of advanced weaponry is the second source of income for the 
state, and it is deemed essential for the survival of Russian defense industry. 
The exploitation of military supplies for the establishment of strategic 
partnerships is a traditional pattern for any major player in the international arena. 
But the success in the present weapons market depends greatly on the positive 
posture in terms of technology transfer. 
Toward the former allies of the Warsaw Pact, any significant co-operation in the 
development of new military-related technologies imply almost mechanically 
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sharing this knowledge with the strategic competitor in the European and 
Caucasus theatres, the Atlantic Alliance. 
The export toward India and China, today the largest customers of Russian 
weaponry, encompasses even greater strategic risks, due to the uncertainties about 
the long-term balance of power among these countries. 
Above all these conflicting goals, the internal constrains coming from Russia’s 
own political and social reality further complicates the shaping of any fully 
consistent foreign policy. 
Russian population is shrinking dramatically, due to the combined effects of a 
deteriorated public health, low natural fertility and even lower inclination to have 
children among young Russians living in the westernmost part of the country. 
Against a “net replacement level” of 2.33 children per woman needed for the 
normal substitution of the population, present Russian average level reaches 1.32. 
Following the estimate of the Council of Europe, with the present level of 
fertility, each Russian generation will be 40% smaller than the previous one. 
Such an extreme sub-replacement level of fertility is common across almost the 
entire territorial expanse of the Federation. Nonetheless, in Daghestan and 
Ingushetia fertility exceeds the 2.0 child-per-woman level, while in other four 
territorial entities, all inhabited mainly by non-Russian minorities, the fertility is 
between 1.5 and 1.95. 
Apart from obvious military implications of this demographic collapse, there are 
economic and social effects with a direct reverberation on foreign policy 
priorities. 
The lack of young people, disposed toward and associated with certain kinds of 
innovation and entrepreneurial risk-taking, could have serious consequences for 
Russia’s economic responsiveness. Due to the functional linkage between 
economic potential and world-wide political influence, Russian demographic 
prospects create a clear danger of geopolitical marginalisation. 
At political level, the shrinking of ethnic-Russian population combined with the 
step rising of non-Russian, mainly Muslim communities fuels the nightmares of 
wider politically-motivated unrest in peripheral regions of the Federation. Again, 
this trend cannot but forge a specific mindset for the relations between Russia and 
its populated and demographically fertile neighbours. 
 
The ambiguity of Russian relations with China 
 
Due to the very long history of neighbourhood between Russia and China, 
cultural and psychological aspects play a substantial role in the present relations, 
although in the general framework of realism and pragmatism. 
Since the Mongol invasion of Russian city-states in the 13th century, Russians 
have developed the perception of their Eastern neighbours as a barbaric horde, 
able to penetrate and defeat more sophisticated civilisations, without contributing 
himself to social and economic developments. 
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On the contrary, the relation with the Western world has always been two-folded, 
for the genuine admiration of Western civilisation achievements, even during the 
phases of strategic competition or open conflict, like during the Napoleons wars, 
the World Wars and the Cold War. 
The present demographic near-vacuum in the Russian far East is obviously 
fuelling the speculations about a “yellow peril”, an invasion – perhaps in the form 
of a non violent mass migration – by the overcrowded neighbour, as a first step 
for a recover of the lost lands. 
More in general, the strategic balance of power between the two countries is the 
central issue in any elaboration carried out in Russian cultural and political circles 
on foreign policy priorities. 
Today, Russia still enjoys a clear nuclear superiority, but China is probably 
superior in terms of conventional military capabilities. The fact that Russia is by 
far the largest supplier of China’s military hardware and technologies is a distinct 
evidence of the unavoidable duplicity in Russian foreign policy. 
 On the other hand, the case for a Sino-Russian strategic partnership lies in the 
common view about the need for a multi-polar world. 
To a great extent, the global hegemony of the United States prompted the strategic 
dialogue between Moscow and Beijing, both deeply concerned about the risks 
steaming from the lack of counterbalances in the international “concert of the 
powers”. 
Another fundamental issue in their partnership is the common view on separatism 
threat, having both countries similar problems and fearing the Western 
interference in internal affairs. 
In terms of trade, the two countries are experiencing a step rise in import-export 
volumes and values. Probably the “informal”, cross-border traffic reaches a 
similar value of the officially registered trade.  
However, China is still a minor trade partner for Russia, if compared with the 
European Union or the other countries of the Commonwealth of Independent 
States. 
Also, Russia is pushing for the maximum diversification in its foreign trade vis-à-
vis Asian countries. The asserted preference for the construction of a new pipeline 
toward Japan, instead of the shorter route toward Manchuria, is just an example of 
Russian calculations in terms of strategic priorities. 
Energy exports toward China, while lucrative for Russia, would sustain the rapid 
expansion and modernisation of Chinese economy. 
In the long term, the final status between the two countries’ economies could 
diverge from the present beneficial partnership. Actually, rivalries and 
competition in attracting foreign investments could replace economic 
complementarities, and the ageing Russian social structure would be easily 
overwhelmed if directly confronted with the Chinese abundance of skilled 
brainpower. 
Together with the different pace of updating of military apparatus, the whole 
modernisation rate of the socio-economic landscape is clearly pushing the balance 
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of power in favour of Beijing, and Moscow obviously fears the strategic 
marginalisation that would come from a China-dominated Asian continent. 
 
The sustainability of the Eastern Vector in Russian foreign policy 
 
Russian foreign policy is the combined result of several, often-diverging 
priorities. The sheer territorial dimension of the country requires an articulated 
and multifaceted approach to the external world. 
Russia cannot follow the same guidelines when dealing with the United States or 
the European Union and with Georgia or Kirghistan. 
Furthermore, the complexity of internal institutional landscape complicates the 
definition of long term national interests. While the plurality in the decision 
making bodies is probably unavoidable in any democratic society, and could 
provide the optimal balance among sectional interests, nonetheless most of the 
foreign policy positions tend to be affected by the temporary balance among 
political and institutional players. 
As a consequence, the definition of long term policies is hampered by the 
intrinsically ephemeral nature of decision-making institutions. 
As far as the special relation with China is concerned, this is the consequence of 
the convergence on a definite set of common interests and priorities. 
This reality confers a rather pragmatic character to the present relation, that 
allows a realistic and productive engagement even beyond the existent suspicions.  
On the other hand, a relation based on interests rather than on common values can 
be quickly discontinued or even reversed, since interests can change, especially 
with a very dynamic international system. 
The hypothesis of an “Eastern Vector” in Russian foreign policy, autonomous or 
perhaps more important than the relation with the West, should be discarded. 
Simply, Russia cannot but pursue a flexible, multi-vectored foreign policy, and 
the very existence of the rapidly growing Chinese geopolitical and strategic 
relevance requires a realistic engagement from Moscow. 
Although the effect of the combination of structural limits and internal constrains, 
this apparently contradictory and seldom coherent foreign policy is the only 
available choice for the present Russia. 
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Lucio Martino 
 

From Covert through Overt to Covert 
again: The Parabola of U.S. Special 

Operation Forces 

Right next the strikes of 9/11, the President of the United States, as both 
Commander in Chief and as authorized by Congress in Joint Resolution 23, 
ordered the American Armed Forces in combat.1 At the same time, George 
W. Bush had signed a Presidential Finding directing the Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA), to use “all necessary means” to hunt and destroy al Qaeda. 
As a result of these orders, CIA paramilitary operatives have been 
accomplishing a war fighting role alongside Special Operations Forces 
(SOF) in the so called Global War on Terror.2 

In the very next days, Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) was 
launched to bring down the Taliban regime in Afghanistan. Almost a year 
and a half later, the same Administration ordered the implementation of 
Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF), to remove Saddam Hussein from power. 
Alongside the CIA clandestine forces, U.S. Army SOF granted the first U.S. 
military “boots on the ground”. The confidence of senior policymakers upon 
SOF was unmatched in its extent. Just in few days the needs imposed by the 
War on Terror (WOT) were overturning an older and pretty different trend.3 

Ten years earlier, following Operation Desert Storm, U.S. Army 
SOF underwent thorough a subtle, yet critical change. Starting with 
Operation Provide Comfort, the wartime missions of Special 
Reconnaissance (SR), Direct Action (DA) and Coalition Support (CS), 
transitioned to a humanitarian post-conflict mission known as Foreign 
Internal Defense (FID). Even though constantly upholding the capabilities 

                                                 
1 United States Congress, Senate Joint Resolution 23: Authorization for Use of United 
States Armed Forces, 107th Cong., 1st sess., 14 September 2002. This joint resolution 
became Public Law on September 20, 2002 (see P.L. 107-40).  
2 Instead of a new Presidential Finding, President Bush signed a Memorandum of 
Notification of the Ronald Reagan Presidential Finding of May 12, 1986 authorizing all the 
measure proposed by the Director of Central Intelligence George Tenet; see Bob 
Woodward, Bush at War (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2002), p. 101. 
3 Thomas P. M. Barnett, The Pentagon’s New Map: War and Peace in the Twenty-first 
Century (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 2004), p. 323-324. 
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needed to perform the five classical missions of SR, DA, FID, 
Unconventional Warfare (UW) and Combating Terrorism (CBT), 
throughout the first half of Nineties a large amount of SOF service in 
general consisted of humanitarian missions, of sustaining international 
organizations and of assisting friendly governments. In spite of the 
maintenance of tremendous war fighting capabilities through continuous 
training at the Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC) and National 
Training Center (NTC), policymakers chose to deploy SOF units mostly in 
non-offensive roles.4 The swing away from the post Desert Storm non lethal 
employment of SOF was a very slow one. It started with the choice to 
commit U.S. military forces to Bosnia at the end of 1995. Ever since, in both 
Bosnia and Kosovo, the U.S. SOF would conduct a vast array of 
assignments, successfully influencing the way in which they were seen by 
their political and military leaderships, in the end transforming the same 
premises of their future employment. Of particular importance were the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) operations in the Balkans, the 
first U.S. long term example of integration in both a joint and coalition 
environment, between SOF and conventional forces.5 

In the beginning of their employment in the Balkans, SOF provided 
liaisons with non NATO troops, assuring command, control and 
communications support in that complex multinational environment. At the 
same time, SOF involved in tactical intelligence operations, working and 
living among the citizens of the various ethnic groups, providing NATO 
commanders with accurate assessments and rapid communications. During 
Operation Allied Force (OAF), operating from Albania, SOF conducted SR 
and FID operations, providing intelligence and communications support for 
the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA). In the Balkans, from their initial entry 
conducting LCE missions, to guerrilla demobilization, and as liaison teams 
in Kosovo, U.S. Army SOF overcame the initial suspicion with which they 
were viewed by their conventional commanders. As the Kosovo Force 
(KFOR) leadership matured a high level of trust in the SOF, the quantity of 
SOF soldiers to conduct higher-risk missions and intelligence operations 
increased, granting them greater flexibility and responsibility. The SOF 
experience in the Balkans produced several lessons learned. The majority of 
these lessons revealed weaknesses in SOF doctrine, specifically with respect 
to its integration and support for conventional forces. In Kosovo, as opposed 
to Bosnia, conventional commanders wanted SOF personnel working in 
                                                 
4 About U.S. Special Forces missions, see Alfred H. Paddock, Jr. US Army Special 
Warfare: Its Origins (Washington, DC: National Defense University Press, 1982). 
5 Armando J. Ramirez, From Bosnia to Baghdad: The evolution of US Army Special Forces 
from 1995 to 2004 (Monterey, CA: Naval Postgraduate School, 2004), pp. 5-21. 
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their areas due to the intelligence provided, and the access maintained with 
the indigenous population.6 

Operation Enduring Freedom 
It was only as the first U.S. combat force on the ground in the opening days 
of OEF, conducting aggressive UW and DA missions that U.S. SOF first 
went back to a lethal employment. The most important factor was probably 
the change of attitudes towards the military that occurred between the 
Clinton to the Bush administration, specifically that of Secretary of Defense 
Donald Rumsfeld. Additionally, when the CENTCOM staff analyzed the 
feasibility of attacking Afghanistan, they recognized two critical 
shortcomings. No plan existed to fight a conventional war in Afghanistan, 
nor did the U.S. maintain basing arrangements with any neighboring 
countries from which ground forces could rapidly enter Afghanistan. 
Geographically constrained by a mountainous topography, U.S. forces 
would either have to fly, or to move overland into Afghanistan. Only the 
CIA could respond with the speed desired by the President, making 
impossible the deployment of large conventional units into theater.7 

Complicating matters further, no modern infrastructure existed 
within the country, conditions being primitive. The loosely organized 
Taliban militia, largely unorganized in terms of a modern-day military, was 
very likely expected to move to the mountains once challenged, resulting in 
a much anticipated light infantry fight.8 As a consequence, General Franks 
and Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld chose to forego a large, 
conventional deployment to Afghanistan. U.S. force in Afghanistan had to 
remain small, avoiding the cumbersome Soviet-style occupation by large 
and heavy armored divisions Constraints placed upon SOF during Operation 
Allied Force (OAF), such as the inability of U.S. personnel to accompany 
UCK guerrillas on operations, quickly reemerged as important 
considerations in launching SOF into Afghanistan.9  

At the same time, personnel from the Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA) had established initial contact with various Northern Alliance 
warlords, offering money and support, laying so the groundwork for 

                                                 
6 Ramirez, From Bosnia to Baghdad, pp. 29-31. 
7 Tommy R. Franks, American Soldier (New York: Regan Books, 2004), p. 251. 
Woodward, Bush at War, pp. 78-81. 
8 George Friedman, America’s Secret War: Inside the Hidden Worldwide Struggle between 
America and its Enemies (New York: Doubleday, 2004), pp136-138. Franks, American 
Soldier, p. 240. Woodward, Bush at War, pp. 80-82. 
9 Franks, American Soldier, p. 271. 
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cooperation with U.S. SOF soldiers.10 General Franks estimated the 
overthrow of the Taliban and the destruction of al Qaeda could be achieved 
by 200 SOF soldiers working with the Northern Alliance and supported by 
coalition Close Air Support (CAS).11  

CIA paramilitary teams were on the ground in Afghanistan “within 
days” of the attacks on New York and the Pentagon, not just to observe 
conditions but, if needed, to change them. CIA operatives entered 
Afghanistan on 26 September 2001, because of their ability to get on the 
ground quickly, their language skills and knowledge of the terrain, and their 
existing contacts with anti-Taliban groups, and in order to link up with 
Northern Alliance forces, secure helicopter landing zones for follow-on 
SOF, and guide SOF teams, who would arrive later with their arsenal of 
laser target designators to enable U.S. aircraft to strike the Taliban positions. 
At the same time, U.S. military forces continued to flow quickly into 
Afghanistan, Uzbekistan, Pakistan, and the Arabian Sea. SOF commenced 
combat operations in Afghanistan on 15 October 2001.12 

In its planning, the coalition air campaign would target the Taliban 
command and control infrastructure and leadership to blind the regime, 
while SOF infiltrated Afghanistan linking-up with the Northern Alliance 
warlords. The SOF personnel would organize and assist the Northern 
Alliance to unseat the Taliban, at which point conventional forces would 
arrive in Afghanistan to wipe up the remains.13 

CENTCOM established three Combined/Joint Special Operations 
Task Forces (C/JSOTFs) to conduct operations in Afghanistan, two of 
which included U.S. Army SOF personnel. C/JSOTF-North, codenamed 
Task Force Dagger formed around the 5th SOF Group (Airborne) to conduct 
initial operations. Combined/Joint Special Operations Task Force-South 
(C/JSOTF-South), codenamed Task Force K-Bar, originally consisted of a 
U.S. Navy SEAL element and the special operations forces (SOF) of other 
coalition nations, arriving in Afghanistan in late November 2001 and 
augmented in December by one company from the 1st Battalion, 5th SFG 
(A). The final C/JSOTF, codenamed Task Force Sword, conducted 
operations which scope remains classified.14 
                                                 
10 A typical U.S. sponsored insurgency consists of several phases and involves agencies 
other than DoD making contact with potential resistance organizations to prepare them for 
the arrival of SOF soldiers. See Paddock, Jr., US Army Special Warfare, pp. 122-123. 
11 Franks, American Soldier, p. 271. 
12 Friedman, America’s Secret War, pp. 161-169. 
13 Franks, American Soldier, p. 271. 
14 Robin Moore, The Hunt for Bin Laden: Task Force Dagger-On the Ground with SOF in 
Afghanistan (New York: Random House, 2003), p. 267. 
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Designing SOF as the main effort on the ground, the Bush Administration 
set OEF apart from all other campaign conducted by the U.S. The decision 
to exclude conventional ground forces from the early stages of the fight 
provided SOF the flexibility and freedom of maneuver required on a non-
contiguous battlefield. Unlike any other conflict, SOF entered the war in 
Afghanistan as “the supported force”, rather than its traditional employment 
as “a supporting force” to conventional operations. On the other hand, one 
downside of the employment of SOF without an adequate number of 
soldiers to seal off the borders was that numerous Taliban and al Qaeda 
leaders eluded capture. 15 

Operation Iraqi Freedom 
Lacking the ability to project a significant conventional force into northern 
Iraq without the use of Turkey as an overland route prior to Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, SOF elements manned two Combined/Joint Special Operations 
Task Forces (C/JSOTFs), conducting UW, DA and SR operation against the 
Iraqi military. CENTCOM infiltrated C/JSOTF-North into the Kurdish 
Autonomous Zone to conduct UW operations with the ethnic Kurds. Unable 
to infiltrate a conventional force into the western desert to conduct an area 
denial mission, CENTCOM tasked C/JSOTFWest to locate and prevent 
SCUD missile launches and cut-off lines of communications from central 
Iraq to Syria for fleeing members of the Saddam Hussein regime.  

                                                

Leading Kurdish fighters, and backed by formidable coalition air 
support, the SOF soldiers are reported to have first attacked and destroyed a 
terrorist enclave in northeastern Iraq and then faced off against 13 
conventional divisions, an estimated sixty-percent of the Iraqi military, 
along the forward edge of the battle area, known as the Green Line. Their 
mission was to prevent the units from reinforcing Baghdad against the 
coalition main effort from South. Attacking to disrupt conventional Iraqi 
forces, SOF and the Kurds ultimately seized the key cities of Kirkuk and 
Mosul, forcing the surrender of the Iraqi V Corps. Following the fall of the 
Saddam Hussein regime, SOF conducted COIN operations to combat the 
growing Iraqi insurgency and lend stability to the fragile provisional 
government. 

The employment of SOF in Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) was 
revolutionary, marking the first time that planners, unable to bring 
conventional forces to bear against an armored and mechanized enemy 
threat, used large scale SOF forces in their place. Turkey’s initial refusal to 
allow U.S. forces to move through and fly through Turkish airspace 

 
15 Stephen Biddle, “Afghanistan and the Future of Warfare,” Foreign Affairs, March/April 
2003. Ramirez, From Bosnia to Baghdad, pp. 32-40. 
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constrained the ability of U.S. planners to project conventional coalition 
forces into northern Iraq prior to the start of the war.16 

With northward movement towards Baghdad from Kuwait as the 
sole overland axis of advance available to conventional coalition forces, 
planners developed a plan to infiltrate SOF into northern and western Iraq in 
their place. The coalition determined that two Combined/Joint Special 
Operations Task Forces (C/JSOTFs) conducting special operations in 
northern and western Iraq could sufficiently shape the battlefield in support 
of the conventional coalition attack from Kuwait. 17 

The Global war on terror is a “Sof” war 
The OIF aftermath and the notion that terrorist have gone global while SOF 
have not, had made stronger the determination of Defense Secretary 
Rumsfeld to reform the U.S. military along the lines envisioned since taking 
office, giving Special Operation Command (SOCOM) additional funding 
and manpower, so to carry out an ever expanding role across borders.18 
SOCOM is one of nine unified commands in the U.S. combatant command 
structure. Made up of Army, Navy, and Air Force SOFs, SOCOM include 
the Special Forces, the Rangers, the Civil Affairs Units, the Psychological 
Operations Units, the Army Special Operations Aviation, the Air Force 
Special Operations Aviators, and the Air Force Special Tactics Squadrons.19 

In addition, the smaller Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC) 
specializes in “black” direct-action operations such as hunting terrorists and 
rescuing hostages. JSOC is organized on three shadowy units, the existence 
which it is not officially acknowledge by the Pentagon: the Army’s 1st 
Special Forces Operational Detachment–Delta (Delta Force), the Naval 
Special Warfare Development Group (DEVGRU, formerly known as SEAL 
Team 6), and the Air Force’s 24th Special Tactics Squadron. Finally, there 
is also a highly classified Intelligence Support Activity team (known as ISA, 

                                                 
16 Bob Woodward, Plan of Attack (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2004), pp.57-58. 
Ramirez, From Bosnia to Baghdad, pp. 42-56. 
17 Gregory Fontenot, E. J. Degen and David Tohn, On Point: The United States Army in 
Operation Iraqi Freedom (Fort Leavenworth: Combat Studies Institute Press, 2004), p. 24-
32; available online at http://call.army.mil/products/on-point/toc.asp. Page last visited on 
October 15, 2005. 
18 In the Defense Department’s budget request for fiscal year 2004, Rumsfeld asked for 
$6.7 billion for SOCOM, a 34 percent increase from the 2003 total of $5 billion. See 
Jennifer D. Kibbe, “The Rise of the Shadow Warriors,” Foreign Affairs, March/April 2004, 
p. 110. 
19 William M. Arkin, CODE NAMES: Deciphering U.S. Military Plans, Programs, and 
Operations in the 9/11 World (New Hampshire: Steerforth Press, 2005), pp. 56-59. 
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or, more recently, as Gray Fox, although its name is changed so often that it 
is probably something else by now), which was recently transferred from the 
Intelligence Command to SOCOM. The JSOC units, and Gray Fox, are the 
key players in the “hunting-killing” strategy of Secretary Rumsfeld to 
pursue “high-value targets” (terrorists) around the world.20 Since 1987 
SOCOM has been organized as a supporting command to the geographic 
Commanders in Charge (CINCs), who planned and directed military 
missions. Lately, by re-organizing at SOCOM headquarters in Tampa, 
Florida, and over and above re-organizing the smaller Theater Special 
Operations Commands, the SOCOM got finally the tools it needed to plan 
and execute independent missions.21 

So far, responsibilities for paramilitary operations have been 
assigned to the CIA or the DoD by the National Security Council on a case-
by-case basis. Now, there seems to be little question that the Pentagon plans 
to use its expanded SOF for Covert Operations, at the expense of the CIA. 
Indeed, the changes appear to be part of a larger turf war between the two 
agencies. “Covert Action” is definite by U.S. law as activity meant “to 
influence political, economic, or military conditions abroad, in a way that 
the responsibility of the United States Government will not be evident or 
recognized openly. As such, “Covert Action” is distinct from “Clandestine 
Missions.” The term “clandestine” refers to the secrecy of the operation 
itself, while “covert” refers to the secrecy of its sponsor; but the action itself 
may or may not be secret. An operation conducted secretly in order to 
preserve tactical surprise, but then acknowledged by U.S. officials after the 
fact, would not be considered covert. Covert operations are thus rooted in 
the notion of deniability.22 

Nevertheless, it seems that only in March 2005, with the introduction 
of the still largely classified "National Military Strategic Plan for the War on 
Terrorism”, SOCOM beyond any doubt is becoming responsible for the 
global counterterrorism campaign, reversing a trend in the U.S. Grand 
Strategy clearly established in 1995 by President Clinton Decision Directive 
39 giving to State Department (DoS) the lead role in counterterrorism 
efforts abroad. The new approach is mainly a proactive strategy aimed to 
gain four different goals: Protect the homeland; defeat terrorist cells 
worldwide; deny terrorists weapons of mass destruction; and establish a 
global environment that does not condone terrorism. In other words, instead 

                                                 
20 Kibbe, “The Rise of the Shadow Warriors,” p. 110. 

21 Arkin, CODE NAMES, pp. 56-59. 

22 Kibbe, “The Rise of the Shadow Warriors,” p. 111. 
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that just hunting for terrorists, the Pentagon now engages SOF also in the 
parallel task of eliminating their breeding grounds.23 

While SOCOM has the combating terrorism mission, the Strategic 
Command (STRATCOM) got the tag for coordinating and integrating the 
DoD efforts and responses to combat Weapons of Mass Destruction 
(WMD), not without fueling some confusion on who bears the main 
responsibility in addressing terrorist use of Chemical, Biological, 
Radiological, Nuclear hazards (CBRN). According to a Secretary Rumsfeld 
January 2005 memo, under the new assignment STRATCOM becomes the 
single DoD focal point to integrate and synchronize all U.S. military means 
of dealing with WMD. STRATCOM will assess what the military needs and 
what the military must do to dissuade, deter and prevent the acquisition, 
development, transfer or use of WMD, of their delivery systems, and of the 
associated technology and materials.24 

Nowadays switch to a very different set of tools is even more evident 
by the effort launched by the Bush administration to overrun the ban that 
explicitly had forbidden the CIA from taking part, directly or indirectly, in 
the killing abroad of American enemies. According to reports in 
Washington, soon after 9/11, the president has decided that the general ban 
on assassinations need not apply to particular terrorist or terror group. 
Secretary Rumsfeld has often confirmed the turn-around by describing such 
covert operations as self-defence. To this extent, the new established 
National Clandestine Service at CIA (NCS) looks like another overlapping 
instrument in developing peacetime Covert Action.25 

At the same time, the CIA is seen unlikely to match the depth of 
skills and capabilities for paramilitary operations that can be maintained by 
the military services involved in SOCOM. The CIA has, at most, 600–700 
covert operators, compared to the Pentagon’s roughly 10,000 Special Forces 
combatants, and the CIA frequently has to borrow SOF personnel to make 
up its shortfalls.26 Improving collaboration between CIA and DoD is among 
                                                 
23 Linda Robinson, “Plan of Attack: The Pentagon has a Secret New Strategy for Taking 
on Terrorists and Taking them Down,” U.S. News and World Report, August 1, 2005. 
24 See “US StratCom given New WMD Mission,” The Sun Flower, February 2005, p.8; 
online at http://www.wagingpeace.org/menu/resources/sunflower/2005/02_sunflower.pdf;  
page last visited October 15, 2005. 
25  Walter Pincus, “CIA Spies Get a New Home Base. Agency Will Set Up the National 
Clandestine Service,” Washington Post, October 14, 2005. See also CIA, “DNI and D/CIA 
Announce Establishment of the National Clandestine Service,” October 13, 2005; available 
online at http://www.cia.gov/cia/public_affairs/press_release/2005/fs10132005.html; page 
last visited October 15, 2005. 
26 William E. Odom, Fixing Intelligence: For a More Secure America (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2003), pp. 162-163. Kathryn Stone, “All Necessary Means” – Employing 
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the challenges of the future. Both the Clandestine Service and the SOF have 
been intended and used to operate secretly and alone, not to share. On the 
other hand, at least in the American SOF doctrine the quality of Intelligence 
determines the size of the force required to conduct a raid. The more 
uncertain the Intelligence, the larger the required force, and the calculation 
rest very much on common sense.27 

The decision to increase the SOCOM responsibilities has opened a 
new debate concerning its necessity and its potential impacts. Some believe 
it will diminish CIA Intelligence capabilities, because the Agency will not 
exploit anymore certain types of contacts, like in Afghanistan; will add 
additional strain on already overstretched SOF everyday experiencing 
retention difficulties amongst senior officers; other believe that it will bring 
a reduction in the United States operational flexibility, given the lesser level 
of bureaucracy typical of the CIA.28 

However, in foreseeable future, SOF will very likely continue to be 
at the forefront of the WOT, and of the U.S. military system for several 
reasons. As fewer and fewer countries in the world pose a significant 
conventional threat to the United States, future conflicts will likely be small 
in scope, characterized by guerrilla or other asymmetric warfare which large 
mechanized or armoured conventional United States units will be unlikely 
suited to fight.29 SOF provide policymakers with a flexible response option 
capable of conducting UW for prolonged periods in austere environments 
with little support and to effectively respond to any common asymmetric 
threat.30 
                                                                                                                            
CIA Operatives in a Warfighting Role alongside Special Operation Forces (Carlisle 
Barrack, Penn: U.S. Army War College, 2002), pp.10-14 
27 Steve Coll, Ghost Wars: The Secret History of the CIA, Afghanistan and Bin Laden, 
from the Soviet Invasion to September 10, 2001 (New York: Penguin Books, 2004), p. 503 
28 Richard A. Best, Jr. and Andrew Feickert, “Special Operations Forces (SOF) and CIA 
Paramilitary Operations: Issues for Congress,” CRS Report for Congress RS22017, January 
4, 2005; available online at http://www.fas.org/man/crs/RS22017.pdf; page last visited on 
October 15, 2005. 
29 Thomas E. Ricks, “Shift from Traditional War Seen at Pentagon,” Washington Post, 
September 3, 2004. Max Boot, “The Struggle to Transform the Military,” Foreign Affairs, 
March/April 2005. See also: “Prepared Statement for the Senate Armed Services 
Committee Hearing on Military Transformation” by Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul 
Wolfowitz, Washington, DC, April 9, 2002 (available online at 
http://www.dod.gov/speeches/2002/s20020409-depsecdef2.html; page last visited October 
15, 2005). 
30 John Jogerst, “What’s So Special about Special Operations? Lessons from the War in 
Afghanistan,” Aerospace Power Journal, Summer 2002. 
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Pakistan’s ethnically and religiously complex society, geographically wedged 
between the Hindu-majority Indian political culture and the contrasted Islamic 
cultures of tribal Afghanistan and Shia Iran, has posed an enormous challenge to 
governance since the country's creation in 1947. Struggles over its own political 
identity marked by alternative periods of democratic and military rule, a 57-year 
grievance over India’s hold on two thirds of the state of Jammu and Kashmir, and 
a continuous effort to balance the demands posed by the country’s membership of 
a succession of western alliances in an effort to enhance its regional security - at 
the constant risk of alienating sections of domestic religious opinion - have all 
contributed to a continuing deep sense of insecurity and instability1.  
In the second part of this essay, entitled  “Pakistan the threat of Islamic 
radicalism”(the first part was published in the Summer 2005 issue of CeMiss 
Quarterly) the focus is on radical Islamic militant groups, especially the Sunni 
ones, on the bloody feud between Shias and Sunnis, and the Kashmir problem, 
which could be solved definitively  if a further effort is made in the peace process 
currently being pursued by Pakistan and India. Last July’s London bombing and 
the links which emerged between some of the suicide bombers and Pakistan, in 
particular the “educational” periods they spent in the local madrasses, make the 
analysis of the Koran schools carried out in the first part of the essay all the more 
relevant. This is why the second part opens with a brief chapter on recent 
Pakistani initiatives, which have been strongly pushed through by President 
Pervez Musharraf, to bring the madrasses under greater control. These efforts are 
not yet complete but they do show that the right steps are being taken in the 
attempt to defuse the danger of  Pakistani Islamic extremism. Most importantly, 
Pakistan must recognize the militant groups for what they are: dangerous gangs, 
which despite the repeated attempts at banning them, continue to proliferate and 
to threaten the stability of  the entire region. In any case, even if it remains a 
serious threat, the triumph of radical Islam in Pakistan is as improbable as 
dissolution. Radical Islam in Pakistan was never a mass movement, but it had 

 
1 Jane’s Sentinel - volume 13, 2004 
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street power and Kalashnikov power. The radical Islamic groups once received 
the support of Pakistan’s intelligence agencies, but they are now burying the 
evidence of this cooperation. Although radical Islamic groups may stage a 
comeback, they are very unlikely ever to impose their radical vision on Pakistan 
and transform it into a nuclear-armed Taliban style state2. 
 
Round-ups and control of the madrasses following the London bombings 
 
At least three of the four suicide bombers who attacked the centre of London on 7 
July last, killing 56 people, had spent time in Pakistan the previous year and come 
under the influence of Islamic radicalism. Shehzad Tanweer, an admirer of Osama 
bin Laden, considered the leader of the cell, attended extremist madrasses 
(Qoranic schools), and met members of outlawed radical Sunni groups3. 
Following the bombe, Pakistani president, Pervez Musharraf, ordered round-ups 
throughout the country which led to the arrest of some 300 suspects linked to 
radical Sunni groups such as Jaish-e-Mohammed (Army of the Prophet) and 
Sipah-e-Sahaba (Soldiers of the company of Mohammed). Numerous madrasses 
were searched and the Islamabad authorities launched a census of all the religious 
schools in the country, a process that should be completed by December 20054. 
According to the Iranian newsagency Irna, the questionnaires distributed by the 
police to the madrasses request all sorts of information about the Qoranic schools, 
including the ownership of the land on which they are built, the names of the 
teachers, organisers and students as well as their nationality, and the year in which 
each institute was founded. The completed modules will be collected by the 
police and sent to the Interior ministry.  It is estimated, as we wrote on the first 
part of the essay, that some 10,000 madrasses are officially registered at Wifaq-ul-
Madaris, the Madrass Central Committee, while at least as many “independent” or 
illegal ones exist and are spread above all in the North west frontier province, the 
tribal area on the border with Afghanistan. 
In 2002, the Pakistani government presented a reform package which provided for 
the registration of the madrasses, periodical checks of their budgets and the 
closure of those deemed irregular. Since then, the authorities claim to have cut 
subsidies to over eight thousand institutes but has still not managed to impose a 
uniformity in the programmes of study of the various schools nor to effect stricter 
controls.  
Many madrasses risk not being registered before the 30 November deadline 
because of their reluctance to allow their balance sheets to be inspected and to 
reveal the sources of their funds. The directors of these Koranic schools do not 

                                                 
2 Cohen Stephen Philip, The Nation and the state of Pakistan, The Washington Quarterly, summer 2002 
3 Osservatorio strategico, CeMiss, July 2005 
4 Aki press agency, 8 August 2005 
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want to reveal the sources of their funds for fear the government will put the 
donors under pressure5. 
President Musharraf has also announced the expulsion of all foreign students from 
the Pakistani madrasses, some 1,400 people from South-eastern Asia, Europe, 
North America and Africa6. 
Among those arrested in the Pakistani round-ups was Qari Usman, an explosives 
expert close to Jaish-e-Mohammed, Amjad Farooqi’s trusted ally. It was Farooqi 
who planned the failed assassination attempts against Musharraf in 2003. 
Pakistan intelligence says that the order to kill the President came from Al-
Qaeda’s colonel, Abu Al-Faraj Al-Libi, who was captured in May and handed 
over to the Americans. It seems that the English targets were chosen at a meeting 
held in Waziristan, a region of the Pakistan tribal area on the border with 
Afghanistan, in March 2004. Adnan El Shukrijumah, one of Al-Qaeda’s new 
colonels, is the only one of the leading figures attending this meeting who has not 
been arrested. The FBI continues to try to track him down. Telephonic 
interceptions between one of the kamikaze and Pakistan link Al-Qaeda to the 
London bombings although the English ambassador in Islamabad claims that 
none of the recent arrests are directly linked to the attacks.  
Following the London bombings, Musharraf appeared on television to promote 
“the holy war against extremism and against those who seminate hatred and chaos 
in our society” making reference to the extremist preachers from the madrasses. 
The Pakistan president also pointed the finger against radical organisations that 
were tolerated in Great Britain, such as the Hizb ut-Tahrir (the liberation party) 
and al Muhajiroun (the migrants). He claimed that they had, through their 
representatives and preachers, issued “an edict against my life in total impunity” 7. 
The impression is that Musharraf seriously intends tackling the problem of the 
madrasses controlled by the extremists and the radical groups, which, although 
they are outlawed, continue to re-open under new names.  
Obviously the opposition of Muttahida Majlis-e-Amal (MMA), the alliance of 
religious parties, some of whose members were involved in the perquisitions and 
the round-ups, have reacted strongly by organising protests. In a statement, the 
Mma accused President Musharraf of “having once again introduced repressive 
measures against the religious schools and of having arrested teachers and 
students in order to satisfy Washington and London”8. 
 
The most important radical Islamic militant groups  
 
Since 2002, the Pakistani president has considered the internal threat of the 
radical groups of islamic militants at the root of terrorism to be “more dangerous 

                                                 
5 Aki press agency, 24 August 2005 
6 Agi/Reuters, 13 August 2005 
7 Osservatorio strategico, CeMiss, July 2005 
8 Ibidem 
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than any “foreign threat”9. In Pakistan there are 58 registered religious political 
parties and 24 known militant groups. Every major sub-sect has multiple political 
parties and subsidiary unions. According to an expert, Pakistan has as many as 
245 religious groups, with over 100 focusing on external jihad and 82 on sectarian 
issues. Each sect, large or small, fundamentalist or modernist, has had one or 
more militant outfits at different times to wage the internal (sectarian) and/or 
external jihad10. 
However significant the Musharraf government's successes against al Qaeda – 
including some 600 arrests – its record against Pakistani terrorist organisations is 
far from impressive. Pakistan's sectarian organisations, many with close links to al 
Qaeda, have continued to flourish. These sectarian extremists are simultaneously 
fighting internal sectarian jihads, regional jihads in Afghanistan and Indian-
administered Kashmir, and an external jihad, against the West in general and 
more specifically against the U.S.11. 
Officials insist that most leaders of sectarian groups, banned after they were 
designated as terrorist organizations, have been either captured or killed and their 
militiamen are on the run. These claims are at best partially true12. The offices of 
banned organizations have been sealed but most have reopened or relocated. The 
infrastructure of banned terrorist groups and thus their capacity to mount terrorist 
attacks also remains intact, as was evident in the surge in sectarian attacks during 
2004. 
For example on 15 November 2003, after a cabinet meeting attended by President 
Musharraf and Prime Minister Mir Zafarullah Khan Jamali, the government 
banned the Islami-Tehreek-e-Pakistan, Millat-e-Islamia Pakistan and Khuddam-
ul-Islam under the 1997 Anti-Terrorism Act. Operating earlier as the Tehreek 
Jaferia Pakistan (TJP), Sipah-e- Sahaba Pakistan (SSP), and Jaish-e-Mohammed 
(JEM) respectively, these organisations were first banned in January 2002. The 
initial ban had followed the terrorist attack on the Indian parliament in December 
2001 and India’s charge of Pakistani involvement. However, the leaders of the 
banned parties were never brought to trial, and their detained activists were 
released within months under a general amnesty13. 
The leader of the Sunni extremist SSP, Maulana Azam Tariq, was even allowed to 
contest the October 2002 general elections from central Punjab, despite more than 
twenty charges of terrorism registered against him in various courts. After his 
electoral victory, the SSP was renamed Millat-e-Islamia Pakistan, and Tariq 
supported the military backed government in parliament.  
And not only: most al Qaeda adherents, foreign or local, have close connections 
with domestic jihadi organisations and some members of Pakistan’s religious 
parties. The trail of international terror has often led official investigators to the 

                                                 
9 Pakistan: Madrasas, Extremism and the Military, ICG Asia Report N°36, 29 July 2002 
10 The State of Sectarianism in Pakistan, International Crisis Group Asia Report N°95, 18 April 2005 
11 Ibidem 
12 ISI Briefing: Terrorists Groups Working in Splinter Groups, Says Musharraf, Daily Times, 5 October 2004 
13 The State of Sectarianism in Pakistan, International Crisis Group Asia Report N°95, 18 April 2005 
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madrasses, mosques and offices of mainstream religious-political parties. Some of 
these parties are members of a broader political alliance, the MMA (Muttahida 
Majlisa-e-Amal) which we already discussed. This alliance runs the government 
of the North West Frontier Province (NWFP) and shares power in Balochistan. 
Musharraf's former Interior Minister, Faisal Saleh Hayat, has accused workers 
and leaders of the JI (Jamaat e Islami) and JUI-F (Jamiatul Ulema e Islam Fazlur 
Rehman group), the two main MMA parties, of direct involvement with terror 
networks14. 
Another serious problem that we can only brush over in this chapter is that of the 
financing of the radical and militant Pakistani groups which often comes from 
abroad under the guise of charity collections for humanitarian ends. For example, 
the Lashkar-e-Tayiba and Jaish-e-Mohammed collect as much as £5 million 
(U.S.$7.4 million) each year in British mosques in the name of Islam. Although 
both groups are banned in Britain as well as Pakistan, the Kashmiri diaspora — 
around one million strong in Britain — continues to provide these donations15. 
In the section that follows we will look at some of the important radical groups 
which have been tagged as terrorist organisations by the American State 
Department16. 
 
Harakat ul-Mujaheddin (HUM) Movement of the holy warriors  
HUM is an Islamist militant group based in Pakistan that operates primarily in 
Kashmir. The movement of holy warriors  has conducted a number of operations 
against Indian troops and civilian targets in Kashmir. The first that they were 
involved with was the kidnapping of five foreign tourists in Kashmir by the Al-
Faran militant group. The hostages were killed and beheaded. A holy warrior 
commando hijacked an Indian aeroplane in December 1999, landing in Kandahar, 
spiritual capital of Taleban’s leader Mullah Omar in Afghanistan. He had the 
blessing of the Taleban. In return for the freeing of the passengers the Indians 
released a number of Pakistani terrorists including Ahmed Omar Sheik, who, in 
2002, kidnapped and decapitated Daniel Pearl, a journalist working for the Wall 
Street Journal. Other radical islamics to be freed included Masood Azhar, who 
caused a split within the HUM and formed a fearful new group, the il Jaish-e-
Mohammed. 
The holy warriors trained in camps in eastern Afghanistan until 2001 when the 
American bombers flattened them following the 11 September terrorist attack. 
L’Harakat ul-Mujaheddin is politically aligned with the religiuos party Jamiatul 
Ulema e Islam Fazlur Rehman group (JUI-F), which has representatives in the 
parliament in Islamabad. The long-time leader of the party, Fazlur Rehman 
Khalil, founded Harakat, but, in mid-February 2000, he stepped down as HUM 
emir, turning the reins over to the popular Kashmiri commander and his second-

                                                 
14 Ibidem 
15 Ibidem 
16 Country Reports on Terrorism 2004,  US Department of State Office of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism, 
April 2005 
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in-command, Farooqi Kashmiri. Khalil has been linked to Osama Bin Laden and 
signed his fatwa in February 1998 calling for attacks on US and Western 
interests17. Khalil was detained by the Pakistanis in mid-2004 and subsequently 
released in late December.  
Asked for a list of his favorite books, a leader of Harakat recommended a history 
of Hitler, who, he said, understood that “Jews and peace are incompatible”18. 
In 2003, HUM began using the name Jamiat ul-Ansar (JUA), and Pakistan banned 
JUA in November 2003, but this extremist group continues to exist.  
According to US intelligence19, the holy warriors have bases, which are more or 
less clandestine, in Muzaffarabad, provincial capital of Pakistani Kashmir, in 
Rawalpindi and in other large cities. Although HUM was weakened by the splits 
of five years ago, still counts several hundred armed militants, including veterans 
of the Afghan wars and Arab volunteers, who operate mostly in India’s southern 
Kashmir and Doda regions and in the Kashmir valley. HUM receives donations 
from Saudi Arabia, other Gulf and Islamic states, as well as from Pakistanis and 
Kashmiris. Collection methods also include soliciting donations in magazines and 
pamphlets, that are dedicated to the holy war. In anticipation of asset seizures in 
2001 by the Pakistani Government, the HUM withdrew funds from bank accounts 
and invested in legal businesses, such as commodity trading, real estate, and 
production of consumer goods20. 
 
Jaish-e-Mohammed (JEM) Mohammed’s army 
The Jaish-e-Mohammed is an Islamic extremist group based in Pakistan that was 
formed in early 2000 by Maulana Masood Azhar upon his release from prison in 
India. Thanks to his charisma and his extremist, Talebani-linked and global holy 
war stand, Azhar attracts many leading figures, militants, arms and material 
resources from two other radical groups, the Harakat ul-Mujaheddin, and the 
smaller Harakat ul-Jihad-i-Islami. It is believed that Bin Laden himself financed 
the setting up of the JEM. 
Azhar was temporarily arrested during President Musharraf’s first crackdown 
against the Islamics in 2002. Mohammed’s army suffered in this period and began 
to plan a vendetta against Musharraf, as its commander and spokesman, 
Mohammed Musa, declared: "We were knifed in the back and abandoned by 
Pakistan in the same way as it disassociated itself from the Talebans"21. Soon 

                                                 
17 In 1998 in Afghanistan’s Khowst zone, Osama , his vice Ayman al Zawahiri, the military chief of Al Qaida, 
Mohammed Atef, and other leaders of the radical Jihad who were guests of the Taleban, held a press conference 
to launch the “International Front for the Holy War against the Jews and Crusaders”. A large map of the world 
had been carefully placed as backdrop. Osama had already made plans for his fatwa, which was also signed by 
Khalil, and with which he would practically declare war on the United States, announcing 11 September in 
advance.  
18 Stern Jessica, Pakistan’s Jihad culture, Foreign affairs volume 79, n. 6, 2000 
19 Country Reports on Terrorism 2004,  US Department of State Office of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism, 
April 2005 
20 Ibidem 
21 Il Giornale, 24 september 2002 
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Azhar was released and renamed the extremist group Khudam-ul-Islam (KUI) and 
continued to issue open calls for a jihad in Kashmir22.  
In reality the new group was the fruit of a split in the JEM that took place in 2003 
resulting in the group being divided into two factions, one led by Azhar and 
another called the Jamaat ul-Furqan (JUF), which was controlled by Abdul 
Jabbar. Jabbar was released from Pakistani custody in August 2004 after being 
detained for suspected involvement in the December 2003 assassination attempts 
against President Musharraf23. Terrorists linked to Mohammed’s army are 
suspected of having organized the failed 2004 attack against the Pakistani prime 
minister, Shaukat Aziz24. The Pakistani authorities banned both factions but 
members of the JEM continue to organize attacks against Indian troops, along 
with other extremist groups such as the Lashkar e-Tayiba, under the radical 
umbrella of “The Save Kashmir Movement”25. 
The link between these groups had already been pointed to by the Indian 
government who accused a mixed command of terrorists from JEM and Lashkar 
e-Tayiba of having carried out the attack on the New Delhi parliament on 13 
December 2001, which aimed to provoke a new conflict with Pakistan and thus to 
reduce American pressure on Afghanistan where the Taleban regime had recently 
collapsed. In addition, Pakistani authorities suspect that the perpetrators of the 
fatal anti-Christian attacks in Islamabad, Murree, and Taxila during 2002 were 
also affiliated with JEM. 
 
Lashkar e-Tayiba (LT) The Army of the Righteous  
Lashkar e-Tayiba is the armed wing of the Pakistan-based religious organization, 
Markaz-ud-Dawa-wal-Irshad (MDI), an anti-US Sunni missionary organization 
formed in 1989. It is led by Hafiz Mohammed Saeed, a well known professor and 
an inspirational figure for Integralist Islam. According to American anti-terrorism 
sources, LT is one of the three largest and best trained groups fighting in Kashmir 
against India26.  
Its first military operations were carried out in 1993. The most famous is its 
suspected involvement in the attack on the Indian parliament in 2001. Several 
thousand militants belong to this group which is active in Pakistani Kashmir 
(Azad Kashmir), in Pakistan, in the southern Jammu and Kashmir and Doda 
regions, and in the Kashmir valley. Its main bases are to be found in Muridke, 
close to the large cities of Lahore and Muzzafarabad, provincial capital of 
Pakistani Kashmir. Almost all LT members are Pakistanis from madrasses across 
Pakistan or so called Afghan veterans. Abu Zubaydah, senior al Qaeda lieutenant, 

                                                 
22 Unfulfilled promises: Pakistan’s failure to tackle extremism International crisis group, Asia report n°73 16 
January 2004 
23 Country Reports on Terrorism 2004,  US Department of State Office of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism, 
April 2005 
24 Il Foglio, 4 agosto 2005 
25 Country Reports on Terrorism 2004,  US Department of State Office of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism, 
April 2005 
26 Ibidem 
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who was in charge of the training camps for foreign volunteers in Taleban 
Afghanistan,  was captured at an LT safe house in Faisalabad in March 2002, 
suggesting some members are facilitating the movement of al Qaeda members in 
Pakistan. 
Although LT has been outlawed, its political leader Saeed, spent only a couple of 
months behind bars and he simply changed the name of the organisation to avoid 
anti-terrorism laws. The Army of the Rigtheous thus became the Jamaat al-Dawa 
(JD) and at its annual meeting in the central Punjab town of Patoki in October 
2003, JD speakers openly propagated and organised contingents for the jihad in 
Kashmir27. In november of the same year, the JD was also banned but its radical 
militant activity continues. Funds are raised through an internet site with a name 
similar to that of Jamaat al-Dawa and this extremist group maintains ties to 
religious/militant groups around the world, ranging from the Philippines to the 
Middle East and Chechnya. The Army of the Rigtheous has also announced its 
plans to “plant Islamic flags in Delhi, Tel Aviv and Washington”28. 
 
Hizbul-Mujaheddin (HM) Party of the holy war fighters  
Hizbul mujaheddin is the largest Kashmiri militant group, founded in 1989 and 
officially supports the liberation of Jammu and Kashmir and its accession to 
Pakistan, although some cadres favour independence. The group was formed as 
the militant wing of the Jamaat-e-Islami, Pakistan’s largest Islamic political party, 
at the behest of the Inter Services Intelligence (ISI), Pakistan’s external 
intelligence agency, to counter the Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front (JKLF), 
a more secular organization which had advocated complete independence of the 
State. Many of the early Hizb cadres were former JKLF members29. Hizbul 
mujaheddin is led by Syed Salahuddin and comprised primarily of ethnic 
Kashmiris. At the beginning, in the early nineties, many militants were trained in 
Afghanistan in the camps made available by Gulbuddin Hekmatyar’s Hezb e 
Islami. He was one of the hawks of the anti-Soviet resistance movement and still 
today fights a holy war against Hamid Karzai’s government and against the 
international troops present in the country. HM has conducted a number of 
operations against Indian military targets in Jammu and Kashmir. The group also 
occasionally strikes at civilian targets, but has not engaged in terrorist acts outside 
India unlike some of the other radical groups we have already described that are 
also active within Pakistan and have directly threatened the institutions of that 
country.  
Currently, the HM is organised into five divisions: a central division for Srinagar, 
a northern division for Kupwara-Bandipora-Baramulla, a southern division for 
Anantnag and Pulwama districts, a Chenab division for Doda district and Gool in 
the Udhampur district, and a Pir Panjal Division for the Rajouri and Poonch 

                                                 
27 Unfulfilled promises: Pakistan’s failure to tackle extremism International crisis group, Asia report n°73 16 
January 2004 
28 Stern Jessica, Pakistan’s Jihad culture, Foreign affairs volume 79, n. 6, 2000 
29  http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/para/hum.htm 
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districts. Hizbul-Mujaheddin is headquartered at Muzaffarabad in Pakistan 
occupied Kashmir and with an estimated cadre strength of at least 1500. Overseas, 
it is allegedly backed by Ghulam Nabi Fai's Kashmir American Council and Ayub 
Thakur's World Kashmir Freedom Movement in the USA30. 
 
Al Badhr Mujaheddin (al-Badr) Al Badhr’s Holy War Fighters.  
This name is comes from a famous battle that took place near Medina in the time 
of the prophet Mohammed. The group was formed out of a schism within the 
more important Hizbul-mujaheddin in 1998. It is a relatively unimportant group 
founded by the Emir Bakt Zamin, an aspiring lawyer born in the tribal zone 
Pakistan and Afghanistan. Its members are veterans of the holy war in 
Afghanistan as well as Arab volunteers. See (Document I). Al Badhr had an initial 
moment of notoriety because his men trained in a camp of the same name, in 
eastern Afghanistan, which was sponsored by Bin Laden. Seen as a terrorist 
centre, the Americans bombed it on 20 August 1998 as a reprisal for the attacks 
against the US embassies in Kenya and Tanzania which claimed more than 250 
victims and thousands of injured31.  
The group was relatively inactive until 2000. Since then, it has increasingly 
claimed responsibility for attacks against Indian military targets in Jammu and 
Kashmir. 
 
Harakat ul-Jihad-I-Islami (HUJI) Movement of the Islamic Holy War 
Harakat ul-Jihad-I-Islami is a Sunni extremist group that follows the conservative 
Deobandi tradition of Islam. It was founded in 1980 in Afghanistan to fight in the 
jihad against the Soviets and is affiliated with the Jamiatul Ulema e Islam Fazlur 
Rehman faction (JUI-F) in Pakistan. The group leader is Qari Saifullah Akhtar 
who was detained in Pakistan after his August 2004 arrest and extradition from 
Dubai32. The military comander of the HUJI is Amin Rabbani, who has several 
hundred militia under his charge, most of whom are of Pakistani origin or are 
foreign volunteers in the global holy war. Not surprisingly, this radical group has 
links to Al Qaeda and used to train its men in Taleban Afghanistan until the 
regime was overturned in November 2001.  
 
Sipah-e-Sahaba/Pakistan (SSP) Companions of the Prophet 
Sipah-e-Sahaba/Pakistan (SSP) is a Sunni sectarian group responsible for carrying 
out terrorist activities against Shias in Pakistan. It has also operated as a political 
party, and its leaders have won elections to Pakistan’s National Assembly33. The 
SSP is the country’s most powerful sectarian militant organization, and was 
responsible for attacks on Shia worshippers in May 2004, in which at least 50 

                                                 
30 Ibidem 
31 Biloslavo F., Le lacrime di Alllah – I libri di Panorama 2002  
32 Country Reports on Terrorism 2004,  US Department of State Office of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism, 
April 2005 
33CDI –Center for defence information http://www.cdi.org/index.cfm 
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people were killed.  The organization was one of five proscribed by President 
Musharraf on Jan. 12, 2002. Since then, the SSP had changed its name to Millat-
e-Islamia Pakistan, but was banned again in September 2003.  
The SSP follows Deobandi school and was formed in the eighties in reponse to 
Khomeini’s revolution and the rising Shia militancy and sectarian violence in 
Pakistani Punjab, with the tacit approval of the regime run by the dictator, Zia ul 
Haq. 
Maulana Haq Nawaz Jhangvi, one of the more charismatic founders of this 
Pakistani extremist group, was assassinated in 1990 by Shia terrorists. In a later 
chapter, we will describe the long and bloody war between Shias and Sunnis in 
Pakistan, a “war” which got no coverage in the interational media but caused over 
400 deaths in 2004 alone.  
The hard core of the SSP  is made up of the three to six thousand men who carry 
out various kinds of sectarian activities. It also has approximately 100,000 
registered workers in Pakistan and 17 branches in foreign countries such as the 
United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Bangladesh, Canada and the United 
Kingdom34. The SSP reportedly receives significant funding from Saudi Arabia 
through wealthy private donors in Pakistan. Funds also are acquired from other 
sources, including other Sunni extremist groups, madrasses, and contributions by 
political groups35. 
SSP members typically carry out their operations in two ways.  The first involves 
targeted killings of prominent Shias, especially activists of opposing 
organizations.  The second involves the slaying of ordinary Shias, mostly through 
firing on worshippers in mosques. The organization has also been linked to Ramzi 
Ahmed Yousuf, captured by the American authorities in February 1995, and later 
convicted of the February 1993 New York World Trade Center bombing. 
Although it was outlawed, this extremist Sunni group continues to be active. In 
2001 it seemed as if the Sipah e Sahaba was about to abandon its violent methods 
and dedicate itself exclusively to politics but it continues to actively oppose the 
U.S.-Pakistan alliance in the so-called “War on Terrorism”, and, together with the 
religious political parties, formed the Afghan Jihad Council. Its final aim is to 
found a purely Sunni state which would rigidly enforce Islamic law. 
 
Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LJ)  The Jhangvi army  
Lashkar e Jhangvi was formed in 1996 as an offshoot of the Sipah-e-Sahaba. 
Akram Lahori, Malik Ishaque and Riaz Basra, who were part of the Army of the 
Prophet accused the SSP of deviating from Jhangvi's ideals. Jhangvi was the 
founder of the radical Sunni group and gave his life to the LJ, an even more 
extreme  organisation. Many analysts consider Jhangvi’s army the real armed 
wing of the SSP and of Sunni extremism.  
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Throughout the late 1990s, LJ claimed responsibility for, or was otherwise linked 
to, a steady spate of gun attacks on sectarian rivals including religious leaders, 
diplomats, priests and worshipers. The Taliban’s rise to power in Afghanistan was 
considered a gift from Allah by these terrorists who took refuge and trained under 
Mullah Omar’s protection and received funds from Bin Laden. The group 
attempted to assassinate former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and his brother 
Shabaz Sharif, Chief Minister of Punjab Province, in January 1999. Pakistani 
authorities have publicly linked LJ members to the kidnap and murder of US 
journalist Daniel Pearl in early 200236. In the past year, the group has raised the 
technical and political level of its attacks with the use of package bombs and 
suicide attacks on high-profile targets. The Sunni terrorists are suspected of 
having intensified the attacks against western targets such as the American 
consolate in Karachi, and a group of French technicians in the same city, although 
no final proof of this has been found. Similarly, press reports have linked LJ to 
attacks on Christian targets in Pakistan, including a grenade assault on the 
Protestant International Church in Islamabad in March 2002 that killed two US 
citizens, but no formal charges have been filed against the group.  
In any case the LJ are suspected of having ever closer connections with the 
remains of Al Qaeda, which, following its defeat in Afghanistan, regrouped in 
Pakistan, forging tactical alliances on the ground with local terrorist groups.  After 
the collapse of the Taleban, LJ members became active in aiding other terrorists 
with safe houses, false identities, and protection in Pakistani cities, including 
Karachi, Peshawar, and Rawalpindi37.  
Pakistani security forces arrested Asif Chotto towards the end of September. He 
has been the Lashkar e Jhangvi’s number one since 200238, following the deaths 
of his predecessors in bomb attacks or in prison. He was arrested with seven other 
suspect members of outlawed organisations in Rawalpindi. This was a serious 
blow given to the LJ, that the Islamabad secret services believed was preparing 
further attacks. These attacks were to have been carried out by women, which 
would be a novelty in Pakistan, such as the two sisters, who were arrested as 
aspiring kamikazes last June having been trained by by Chotto himself. 

 
The provinces of terror  

 
Pakistan is divided into four provinces: Punjab, Sindh, North West Frontier 
Province (NWFP) e Balochistan. The NWFP has often been the object of 
attention in so far as radical Islamic groups are concerned but in reality the 
militant formations are also spread in other parts such as the Punjab, the most 
populous province. A recent report from the International crisis group carefully 
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analyses the “Reign of terror”39, that is the territorial presence of extremist and 
sectarian and not only Sunni groups.  
Following the 2002 elections, as we have already seen, the Muttahida Majlis-e-
Amal alliance of religious parties, gained control of the NWFP and was part of a 
coalition government in Balochistan. This electoral success made it easier to 
provide cover for the remains of the Taliban and Al Qaida who were hiding out in 
the tribal frontier zone with Afghanistan and cultivating new radical groups. The 
local elections in August partially overturned this situation. The candidates from 
the religious parties emerged defeated in their own strongholds in the NWFP and 
in Balochistan. Candidates from the Pakistan Muslim league (PML-Quaid–i-
Azam group) loyal to presidente Musharraf gained ground, on the other hand, in 
other parts of the country. Musharraf, who took power in a coup six years ago, 
spoke of “a defeat for the extremists” and the impression is that this positive 
election result will serve as a starting point for Musharraf’s candidacy for the 
presidency in the 2007 elections40. 
In this chapter we will examine the spread of extremist Islamic groups in the 
single Pakistani provinces.  
 
Punjab41. The Punjab is the backbone of Pakistan’s agricultural industry, and 
most of the landlords there are Shias.  Historically, these feudal leaders dominated 
both society as well as politics in the region, even though the majority of Punjabis 
belong to the Sunni sect42. In the 1970s, the Punjab developed rapidly into an 
urban society, and with it came the rise of shopkeepers, traders and businessmen.  
This new merchant middle-class composed largely of Sunnis and began to 
challenge the traditional hold of Shia landlords, especially in farming cities such 
as Jhang in Central Punjab. Except for some rural pockets in southern Punjab and 
around industrial towns such as Gujranwala and Faisalabad, militant sectarianism 
has not taken root in the villages. But urban areas are hard hit by sectarianism and 
awash in jihadi movements. Three groups are most active in sectarian violence: 
the bazaar merchants, who finance sectarian organisations; the madrasa students, 
who provide the manpower for these movements and parties; and the semi-
educated unemployed youth in urban centres, who act as hired guns for 
organizations such as the Sipah e Sahaba (SSP) and the Sipah e Mohammad43. 
Southern Punjab, particularly the belt that stretches from Jhang to Dera Ghazi 
Khan, has the highest rate of growth and concentration of madrasas in the 
province. It is also the stronghold of the SSP and its twin, the Lahskar-e-Jhangvi 
(LJ). 
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39 The State of Sectarianism in Pakistan, - Chapter V. Reign of terror - International Crisis Group Asia Report 
n°95, 18 April 2005 
40 Osservatorio strategico, CeMiss, September 2005 
41 The State of Sec arianism n Pakistan, - Chapter V. Reign o terror - International Crisis Group Asia Report 
n°95, 18 April 2005 
42 CDI –Center for defenece informa ion http://www.cdi.org/index.cfm 
43 Sipah e Mohammad Pakistan is the Shia miitant organisation that has been engaged in tit-for-tat attacks 
on Sunni targets 
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In the city of Jhang alone, the SSP now has a vote bank of 40,000 to 60,000. SSP 
reinforces and complements the Majlis-e-Tahaffuz-e-Khatme Nabbuwat 
(Movement to Protect Finality of Prophethood), based in Chiniot, Jhang's 
neighbouring town. Despite the less of the Taliban santuaries and the group’s 
being banned by the Pakistani authorities, the Sunni extremists continue to expand 
their influence in southern Punjab, particularly where the demographics are 
similar to Jhang's -- a pir landowning class, a considerable concentration of Shias, 
and a prosperous East Punjabi merchant community -- such as Khanewal, Multan, 
Kabirwala, Shorkot, Dera Ghazi Khan and Rahimyar Khan.  
The madrasses play an absolutely central role in re-igniting Sunni extremism in 
southern Punjab and not only there. The head offices of the Deobandi madrasa 
union, Wafaq al-Madaris, is in Multan. Khairul Madaris seminary, the national 
centre of Deobandi educational activity, openly supports SSP. Yet, it is believed 
that the Jamiat-ul-Mujahideen Alalmi, a Deobandi jihadi organisation responsible 
for an unsuccessful attack on President Musharraf in 2004, was formed at this 
madrasa. Jaish-e-Mohammed also enjoys the madrasa union's full support . And 
although the JEM focuses mainly on the Kashmir jihad, it includes many SSP 
workers. 
Despite evidence to the contrary, the head of Wafaq al-Madaris disclaims any 
connection with sectarian or other jihadi terrorism: “We do not as a madrasa 
union patronise or approve sectarian activities. Our students are not taught jihadi 
literature, and the accusation of training is baseless. However, if some students 
decide to join a group on their own or some ulema are active members of other 
organisations, our madrasas cannot be blamed”44. 
In Central Punjab the so-called Arab connection played a key role in the 
development  of Sunni extremism. The Saudi Arabian charity, the Harmain 
Islamic Foundation,  which was inserted in 2004 into the USA’s blacklist of pro-
terrorist organizations,  is believed to have funded the Ahle Hadith madrasas. 
There are some 400 of these Qoranic schools which, unlike the Deobandi, take 
their inspiration from the Wahabita Islamic sect which originated in Saudia 
Arabia. Arab-influenced veterans of the Afghan jihad formed the Lashkar-e-
Tayiba (LT) in 1988 and, with Pakistan military's patronage, launched their jihad 
against India, creating an entirely new movement of Ahle Hadith militancy. 
Trainees from LT camps disclose that they underwent courses on Salafi Islam. 
Some Pakistani jihadis even accuse LT of undermining the Kashmir jihad by 
promoting sectarian divisions among the mujahideen. 
In some central Punjab villages, the LT has considerable influence because of the 
Kashmir jihad. One such is Gondlanwala, now called Pind Shaheedan (the village 
of martyrs) because at least one person from every family has fought or died in 
the Kashmir jihad, mainly as an LT recruit. Most of these families receive 
financial assistance from the militant groups. The Shuda e Islam Foundation, 
founded in 1995 by Jamaat e Islami, claims to have given 13 million rupees 
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(around 182.500 euro, a considerable sum in Pakistan given that it refers to a 
period of just five years of activity) to the famililies of the martyrs. It also claims 
to provide financial support to some 364 families by paying off loans, setting 
them up in businesses, or helping them with housing. Both LT and Harakat ul-
Mujaheddin have also established charitable organizations that reward the 
families of martyrs45. 
Nevertheless, there are the beginnings of a backlash in central Punjab against this 
terrorist organisation. An expert said "most parents are angry. They question why 
the jihadi leaders themselves do not go for battles and why they send their own 
children to universities in Pakistan and abroad and not to jihad”46. 
 
Sindh47. Sectarian violence is endemic in Karachi, Sindh's capital and Pakistan's 
largest city, where 75 Shias and Deobandis were killed in sniper shootings and 
terrorist attacks on mosques in 2004. Sunni victims included high-ranking clerics 
of the jihadi, pro-Taleban Binori Town madrasa and prominent Sipah e Sahaba 
leaders. Karachi's Deobandi madrasas gave birth to many of the most virulent 
jihadi and sectarian organisations. For example, the Jaish-e-Mohammed (JEM), 
came into being at the Binori Town madrasa in February 2000. The Shias 
responded in equal measure to these Sunni attacks. According to Anwar Raza 
Abidi, a Shia student leader, in Sindh’s large provincial capital "Shias are a 
quarter of Karachi's population but there was no sectarian violence before the 
jihadis came home from Afghanistan and Kashmir”.  
With the collapse of the Taleban regime in Afghanistan at the end of 2001, the 
remaining members of Al Qaida were forced to flee to Pakistan. Karachi has been 
a refuge for al Qaeda operatives on the run and has harboured that organization's 
natural allies, including sectarian groups like the JEM and the SSP. According to 
Taj Haider, the Pakistan people party's central information secretary and a former 
Senator from Karachi, "Terrorists and their mafias need the cover of sectarian, 
linguistic and political organizations. Terrorists of a certain organization slide into 
another when their original organization comes under pressure"48. 
North West Frontier Province (NWFP)49. The NWFP is divided into settled 
areas, administered by the provincial government, and the Federally Administered 
Tribal Areas (FATA). Around 70 percent of the population speaks Pashto, the 
language of the ethnic majority in Afghanistan. The arbitrary border drawn by the 
English between Pakistan and Afghanistan, means little to the Pastho tribe that 
lives close to the frontier. During the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan the NWFP 
was the passage for columns of arms and mujaheddin heading over the border 
with the material support of the Isi, Pakistani Military Intelligence and secret CIA 
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and Saudi financing. Islamic radicalism is an almost endemic phenomenon in the 
NWFP and is favoured by the following factors: 1) Sectarianism in the province is 
unique in the sense that it can assume tribe-versus-tribe or village-versus-village 
dimensions; 2) The province is also awash in arms. This is partly the legacy of the 
Afghan conflict and partly the result of the state's failure to prevent proliferation; 
3) In the 2002 national elections, as the moderate parties were deliberately 
sidelined and the mullahs patronised by the state, the JUI50 eclipsed them, and 
Deobandis now run the MMA (the alliance of religious parties) provincial 
government. As we have already seen, it was only in last summer’s local elections 
that the religious parties began to lose ground to another opposition party, the 
Awami National party also in the stronghold in the North West frontier 
province.51.  
In the meantime, however, the religious parties imposed Taleban-style laws. The 
provincial government issued laws that ban music in public places, prohibit male 
doctors from visiting female patients and do not allow male spectators to watch 
sporting events in which women are participants, all in the name of a restrictive 
interpretation of Islamic moral law. In the last months they went beyond this with 
their plan to form a sort of religious police closely resembling that of the 
infamous thugs of the “Department for the prevention of vice and the promotion 
of virtue” set up by the Talebans during the regime in Afghanistan. “We will 
persuade the people to follow Islamic law”, declared the provincial minister for 
justice, Malik Zafar Azam. A bill for the establishment of the new religious police 
was presented before the provincial assembly on 14 July and it provides for the 
setting up of a department which as well as favouring Islam will also resolve 
disputes between rival clans, will persecute honour killings, and will try to check 
corruption and the exploitation of minors. The department will obviously be led 
by a religious muslim. Luckily the Pakistani supreme court, following a request 
by Musharraf has declared unconstitutional those parts of the law that aim to 
establish in the NWFP public law based on the Taleban model. The Court asked 
the provincial governor not to sign the bill “in its current form"52. 
The incredible story of Tehreek-e-Nafaz-e- Shariat-e-Mohammadi (TNSM), a 
militant Sunni group which is today outlawed, is evidence that the Taleban model 
has  been followed in the tribal area. TNSM, which means movement for the 
enforcement of Mohammad's Sharia, forced the Nawaz Sharif government to 
enact Sharia laws in the Swat-Malakand area of NWFP in 1998. The movement’s 
leader, Sufi Mohammed, who has fallen into disgrace, was an admirer of Osama 
bin Laden and Taleban (Document II). In the last week of October 2001, Sufi 
Mohammad, crossed to Afghanistan with 10,000 volunteers, including madrasa 

                                                 
50 Jamiatul Ulema-e-Islam. JUI is the main Sunni-Deobandi political party and successor in Pakistan to the 
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students, for the jihad against America. There is no evidence that the Musharraf 
government tried to restrain the TNSM or prevent its jihadis from crossing the 
border. A TNSM spokesman admitted that around 3,000 fighters had gone 
missing.  Many thousands are still in Afghan prisons or are being held by 
warlords for ransom. The TNSM leader was later arrested and imprisoned on his 
return for crossing the border without proper documents and possession of illegal 
arms. Many believe he deliberately courted arrest to avoid the backlash of the 
tribesmen. Under public pressure, a tribal jirga in Kurram Agency, NWFP, 
recommended imprisonment, and he has been sentenced to seven years in jail53. 
Islamic extremism is a widespread and complex phenomenon and there are 
sometimes disputes between rival Sunni groups, such as the one that took place in 
the remote valley of Tirah in the Khyber agency. In early 2004, there were armed 
clashes over differences in religious rituals between the Tanzim Amr Bilmaroof 
Wa Nahi Anil Munkir (Organization for the promotion of virtue and prevention of 
vice) and the Tanzim Ahle Sunnah wal Jamaat (Organisation of followers of the 
way of the Prophet and his group). Amr Bilmaroof leader Haji Namdar, schooled 
in Saudi Arabia, is influenced by Saudi Wahabi Islam, which is strongly opposed 
by the Ahle Sunnah group54. 
The sectarian conflict between Shias and Sunnis in the NWFP exploded in 1986, 
when Afghan fighters were brought into this area to attack Turi Shias because the 
Zia Ul Haq government did not want any Shia pockets on the weapon supply 
route from Pakistan to Afghanistan, during Soviet invasion. Since then, sectarian 
conflict has been endemic and bloody. In September 1996, for instance, an armed 
clash between rival sects turned into a communal war, with more than 200 dead 
and women and children captured as booty. 
Finally, even if he is not of primary importance to this work, we must not forget 
that if Osama bin Laden is really alive today, he could be hidden, according to 
western intelligence information, in this tribal zone. The Pakistani launched a 
tough offensive last year in southern Waziristan which it spreading now to the 
northern Waziristan. Both of these regions are thought to offer safe refuge to the 
remaining followers of Al Qaida and foreign terrorists linked to Bin Laden’s 
network continue to captured or killed there.   
Balochistan55. Balochistan, which comprises 43 per cent of Pakistan's territory 
but only 9 per cent of its population, has been used by the military as the 
launching pad for its interventionist policies towards Afghanistan since the 1980s, 
first against the Soviets, through a network of Deobandi madrasses, and then, 
using the same madrasses, to back the Taleban. As a result of this state-sponsored 
militancy, there is now sectarian strife in a province where it was unknown. 
Sectarian violence in Balochistan is also the byproduct of proxy wars between 
Iran and the Arabs represented respectively by the Shia Hazara refugees settled in 
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the provincial capital Quetta, and the Sunni Pashtun, pro-Taleban Afghan refugee 
population. In Balochistan, as elsewhere in Pakistan, Deobandi madrasa networks 
are strengthening the ranks of sectarian extremists, including the SSP. Since 2002, 
Sunni terrorists have attacked five major Shia processions and mosques in Quetta. 
The deadliest attack, in which 45 Shias were killed, was on Ashura day in March 
2004.  
Since 2002 Musharraf has excluded nationalist forces from the provincial 
government by forming an alliance with the religious parties. In the last provincial 
elections, candidates from the Muslim League loyal to the president did quite well 
creating a new balance of power at the expense of the alliance of religious parties. 
The nationalists, however, have re-emerged in a new guerilla war for autonomy 
which started in January with the fierce attack on the Sui gas extraction plant (28 
million cubic metres of gas a day, roughly 45% of the country’s entire 
production)56. The Sui attack caused a series of explosions which hit the railway 
lines and paralysed the train service. Responsibility for these bombings was 
claimed by a new local separatist group, the Army for the liberation of 
Balochistan. The main electricity lines were also attacked plunging much of the 
vast and poor Pakistani province into darkness. The rebels are mostly drawn from 
the Butgi tribe led by Nawab Akbar Butgi, an old nationalist leader who has 
always fought for Balochi rights and for an increase in the rights they are paid for 
gas extraction57. Other tribal chiefs supported the protest which was turned into an 
armed, and, for the first time, a well organized revolt. The roots of Balochi 
nationalism are to be found in the status the province once enjoyed at the time of 
the British empire. Its special autonomy, which was similar to that of Afghanistan 
and Nepal, was cancelled in 1947 on its being united to Pakistan when the 
provinces with a Muslim majoritiy broke away from India. The nationalists and 
the tribal chiefs, the “Sardar” have always considered this an arbitrary decision. 
They are chiefly dissatisfied by the federal governments division fo the earnings 
being made from gas. They claim there is an unfair distribution which favours 
Punjab which is home to most of the Pakistani military and political elite58. 
Pakistani intelligence is convinced that agents from  Teheran are working to 
foment the revolt in this strategic province which borders with Iran59. Most 
surprising is the quantity of modern, large-scale weapons as well as the number of 
munitions which they Balochi can employ. In this context, Pakistan is said to have 
reached a secret, anti-Iranian collaboration agreement with the USA also in light 
of the fact that the Americans have special CIA units in the area which are 
tracking down Osama bin Laden and the remaining members Al Qaeda. 
Islamabad, while strengthening the military presence in Balochistan, has also 
intervened politically by sending several parliamentary missions into the region. 
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These measures have calmed things down for the moment although the fires of 
Balochi nationalism continue to simmer under the ashes.  

 
The blood feud between Shias and Sunnis 
 
The most important conflict in Pakistan is not a civilizational clash between 
Muslims and non-Muslims but a clash between different concepts of Islam, 
particularly about how the Pakistani state should implement its Islamic identity60. 
Pakistan has a population of 162,419,946 million (est. July 2005) with Muslims 
making up 97% of the total while the remaining 3% are Christian or Hindu. The 
Muslims are  77% Sunni and 20% Shia61.   
The little-known and rarely reported conflict between these two groups is 
Pakistan’s bloodiest. "It is a two-track jihad", according to Mohammad Anwar, 
former SSP activist, in a Crisis Group interview in Faisalabad in August 200462 
"The external enemy is known, his intentions against Islam and Muslims are no 
secret. But the internal enemy posing as Muslim, as Shias and others do, is more 
dangerous. Stopping internal enemies is our priority". Religious sectarianism is, in 
fact, the principal source of terrorist activity in Pakistan. Shia and Sunni zealots 
have killed more than 2,000 and maimed thousands in the last twenty years. The 
Musharraf government's failure to deal with this threat is more than evident. In 
2004 alone, over 400 deaths were causes in clashed between Sunnis and Shias. 
Since 1979 militant Sunni and Shia organizations have carried out assassination 
and bombing campaigns that have killed political rivals as well as children and 
the innocent at prayer in mosques63. Most recently suicide attacks have begun to 
be carried out by kamikaze terrorists who blow themselves up in the places of 
worship or at religious processions.  
Khomeini’s revolution in Iran, the unbridled growth of the madrasses and the 
politics of Islamization being followed by general Zia Ul Haq, who holds his 
country in an iron grip, are all factors that have contributed to ignited the tragic 
feud between Shias and Sunnis. A Shia extremist group, Tehrik-e-Jaferia-Pakistan 
(TJP) – Movement of Followers of Jaferia – was founded in Jhang in 197964.  The 
Islamic revolution in predominantly Shia Iran around the same time gave an 
added boost to the organization. Its main aim was to protect the rights of the Shia 
community in Pakistan, and its creation coincided with the enforcement of 
controversial Islamic laws by Zia-ul-Haq. Shiitte militant extremists are linked 
above all to the Athna Ashari sect (the Twelvers) which dominate Pakistan's Shia 
minority. More than 70 per cent of those killed in sectarian violence since 1985 
have been Twelver Shias65. Smaller variations of the Shia school include the 
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Ismailis (followers of the Aga Khan), Daudi Bohras (followers of Syedna 
Burhanuddin) and their rivals Sulemani Bohras (followers of Masood Salehbahi).  
The adoption, in the eighties, of an agressive Iranian model by some of the Shia 
groups was perceived as a threat to both the state and the Sunni establishment. 
The rise of the charismatic and widely popular Alllamah Arif Husaini 
(assassinated in 1988) also created consternation among many who viewed him as 
potentail pakistani Khomeini66. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the 
Mujaheddin’s holy war further stimulated sectarian violence in Pakistan. Soon, 
however, the zeal for an Iran-like Shia revolution died down. Shia militancy and 
political activism is now primarily a defensive response to Deobandi militancy. 
On a political level, the Shias have generally supported mainstream secular 
parties. Shias backed the Pakistan People's Party (PPP) in the 1970s and entered 
into a more formal alliance with it in the early 1990s. 
Later, the main Shia party, the Tehrik-e-Jafaria Pakistan (TJP), joined forces with 
the Pakistan Muslim League di Nawaz Sharif (PML-N). The TJP was outlawed in 
2002, but it changed its name to Tehrik-i-Islami, and made a tactical choice to 
adhere to the MMA, the Sunni dominated alliance of religious parties. Sectarian 
violence is increasing on the ground. The Shia armed group,  the Sipah e 
Muhammad Pakistan (SMP) - the army of Muhammad – continues to carry out 
attacks, most of which are reprisals for Sunni attacks. Its leader, Allama Sajid 
Naqvi, was arrested for the murder of a rival Sunni leader. Naqvi’s arrest and the 
fact that he is the only leader of a banned party to have been tried by an anti-
terrorism court have reinforced perceptions that the military-run government is 
biased against the Shia minority67. 
As we have already seen in the chapter the radical Sunni groups the Sipah e 
Sahaba Pakistan (SSP), the country's first anti- Shia militant group, and its 
offshoots such as the Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LJ), are currently responsible for most 
anti-Shia acts of terror. SSP was founded, like its most important Shia rival, in the 
city of Jhang, in the eighties in reponse to the Khomeini revolution, the rising 
Shia militancy and sectarian violence in Pakistani Punjab. It had the tacit support 
of the dictator Zia ul Haq. If the Shias were inspired by the Iranian revolution and 
supported by Teheran, the Sunnis were given moral and financial support by 
Saudi Arabia and Iraq.  
What is commonly called Sunni-Shia violence is more precisely a Deobandi-Shia 
conflict in which the Deobandis have appropriated the term Sunni for themselves 
and are supported in their anti-Shia jihad by the Ahle Hadith68. Sunnis can be 
divided into four broad categories: Barelvis, Deobandis, Ahle Hadith and 
revivalist, modernist movements like the Jamaat-i-Islami (JI). The first three 
Sunni sub-sects emerged as religious educational movements in the nineteenth 
century during British rule in India. The JI came into being in the 1940s. The 
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67 Unfulfilled Promises: Pakistan’s Failure to Tackle Extremism ICG Asia Report N°73, 16 January 2004. 
68 The State of Sectarianism in Pakistan, Crisis Group Asia Report N°95, 18 April 2005. 
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Ahle Hadith is a small, ultra-orthodox, puritanical sect inspired by Saudi 
Wahhabism, which does not follow any of the four Sunni schools of 
jurisprudence.  
The SSP believes that Shias possess too much power and influence in Pakistan, 
and want the country to be declared a Sunni state.  It aims to restore the Khilafat 
(Caliphate) system, while protecting Sunnis and their Shariat (Islamic laws). SSP 
members declare that Shias are non-Muslims and must be violently converted or 
suppressed. Deobandis have demanded a ban on all public Shia rituals, too69.  
In the early 1990s, the SSP decided to become politically active, and contested 
elections as a standing party in 1992. Maulana Azim Tariq became a minister in 
the coalition government, and was again elected in 2002. All of the most 
important leaders of this radical Sunni group, however, were killed by the Shias. 
Maulana Haq Nawaz Jhangvi, one of the founders of SSP, was assassinated on 
1990 by Shia terrorists.  He had lost elections for the National Assembly in 1990, 
but was extremely popular in Jhang.  After his death, Maulana Zia-ur-Rehman 
Farooqi took over as leader but was killed in a bomb explosion on 1997.  He was 
succeeded by Maulana Azim Tariq, who was murdered by three unidentified 
gunmen in Islamabad on 2003.  He had been a frequent visitor to Afghanistan 
during the Taleban rule, and was an ardent supporter of banning music, television 
and cinema in all of Pakistan70. 
The problem for successive governments in Islamabad, including Musharraf’s, at 
least until 11 September, lay  in the difficulties in promoting the jihad in Kashmir 
and the Taleban in Afghanistan without inadvertently promoting sectarianism in 
Pakistan. The movements share madrasses, camps, bureaucracies and operatives. 
Deobandi madarasses issue anti Shia fatwas (edicts) and boys trained to fight in 
Kashmir are also trained to call Shia kafirs (infedels)71. 
The hottest spots in the bloody Sunni-Shia feud are Punjab, Karachi, Quetta, the 
provincial capital of Balochistan, and the Northern areas72. In January 2001 the 
major rival Shia and Sunni groups, respectively the TJP and the SSP, assured the 
Punjab government that they would cooperate in the elimination of terrorism from 
the region. Vain words these in both Karachi and Quetta where the massacres 

                                                 
69 Sunni, particularly Deobandi, hostility toward Shias is fuelled by the latter's religious beliefs and practices. For 
Shias, Ali, cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet and the fourth caliph, is the central religious figure. They do not 
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continue between Shias and Sunnis. In any case sectarian tensions are bound to 
increase so long as the jihadi madrasses are allowed to preach religious 
intolerance73. 
 
The Kashmir problem 
 
The stand-off on the roof of the world, between India and Pakistan, is the longest, 
bloodiest and most forgotten crisis of this century. Because of limits of space we 
will deal only briefly with the history of the Kashmir crisis but will return to the 
subject in a later essay. Instead now we will focus on conflict’s role in causing the 
growh of radical Islamic groups. 
Three wars have already been fought in this corner of Asia, two of which, 1947-
’48 and 1965, were for direct control of Kashmir. The contested region which has 
a population of 8 million, most of whom are Muslims, should have become an 
“Asian Switzerland” but soon after independence from the British Empire, the 
Pakistanis and Indians transformed the earthly paradise of  the kingdom of 
“Jammu e Kashmir”, into a hell74. Islamabad sent in an expedition which 
conquered Muzzafarabad, still today the capital of “free” Pakistani Kashmir but 
the Indians counterattacked by sending in the feared and English-trained Sikh 
warriors. This resulted in the division of the region into two zones: the 
northwestern zone which is part of Pakistan (Azad Jammu and Kashmir), and 
which amounts to one third of the territory, and the rest which is still under Indian 
control (Jammu and Kashmir). A no-fire zone, the so-called Control line of 720 
kilometres established by the United Nations, separates them. More than a million 
and a half soldiers were stationed along this border and until 2003 they were 
continuous stand-offs between the two artilleries. As we will see, the last two 
years have brought a significant “thaw” in relations between Pakistan and India 
over Kashmir and this has put pressure on radical Islamic groups  that continue to 
fight against the Indian troops.  
The second Kashmir war took place in 1965 when nine hundred thousand Indians 
launched a three-pronged attack against Lahore, one of the most important cities 
in Pakistan. Islamabad’s tank commanders made a desperate attempt to stop the 
enemy and more than 450 tanks were lost in just a few days. China was ready to 
intervene against India but the United Nations managed to negotiate a ceasefire. 
The third broke out, again in Kashmir but this time the aim was to win control of 
western Pakistan which later became Bangladesh as a result of India’s victory. 
Twelve days of fighting created 10 million refugees.  
IN 1984, New Delhi’s commandos were back on the attack and managed to 
occupy the Siachen glacier which is at 5,500 metres and can only be reached by 
helicopter. This 80 kilometres triangle is squezzed between China, Indian 
Kashmir and the zone controlled by Pakistan. Pakistani generals have made 
several attempts to win it back. While peace was “breaking out” after the downfall 
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74 Il Giornale, 28 December 1999  
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of the communist regimes in Eastern Europe, 1989 marked the real beginning of 
insurgency in Kashmir75. The Pakistani-supported Islamic insurrection in Indian 
Kashmir has caused some forty four thousand death to today. Since the beginning 
of the thaw between New Delhi and Islamabad in 2003, the number of victims has 
been steadily declining and the first nine months of 2005 showed a fifty per cent 
drop in Islamic militant attacks compared with the previous year, according to the 
Indian authorities.76 
Pakistani officials admit to having tried repeatedly to forment separatism in 
Kashmir in the decades following the 1948 cease-fire. These attempts were 
largely unsuccessful. When separatist violence broke out in the late 1980s, the 
movement was largely indigenous77. 
By 1989, a number of significant militant groups had begun to operate throughout 
the valley of Kashmir held by India, mainly centred on the towns of Srinagar, 
Anantnag, Baramula and Sopore. Their objective was either complete 
indipendence or unification with Pakistan. The Jammu and Kashmir Liberation 
front was the most prominent. Several of the secular Kashmir nationalist party 
had formed militant wings78.  
The most extremist groups from the Islamic point of view, who wanted to achieve 
unification with Pakistan rather than independence, had less influence in the early 
days of the guerrila war. We are referring to the Hizbul Mujaheddin, Harakat ul 
Ansar, Lashkar e-Tayiba among others.  
By 1992, Pakistani national and other graduates of the Afghan war were joining 
the fight in Kashmir. What began as an indigenous, secular movement for 
indipendence has become an increasingly Islamist crusade to bring all of Kashmir 
under Pakistan control. Pakistan-based groups along with the Hizbul Mujaheddin, 
the largest Kashmiri militant group, founded in 1989 as the militant wing of the 
Jamaat-e-Islami, Pakistan’s largest Islamic political party, began to  displace the 
more moderate lay Kashmir movements which were made up exclusively of 
indigenous military. The Indian government estimates that about 40 percent of the 
militants in Kashmir at the end of the nineties were Pakistani,  Afghan, or Arab 
international holy war volunteers. Some 80 percent were teenagers. Although the 
exact size of the insurgency is unknown, the Indian government estimates that 
3000 to 4000 “mujaheddin” are in Kashmir at any given time79.  
All the mainstream Pakistani religiopolitical parties and sects joined the Kashmir 
jihad through groups such as the Lashkar-e-Tayiba, Harakat ul-Mujahideen and 
Jamiat al-Mujahideen. Many Pakistani jihadis received their military training and 
political education at dozens of jihadi camps inside Pakistan and across the border 
in Afghanistan. Most Pakistani sectarian militants are the by-products of these 
conflicts80.  
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77 Stern Jessica, Pakistan’s Jihad culture, Foreign affairs volume 79, n. 6, 2000 
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Since Pakistan increased its support for the Kashmir jihad in the 1990s, a more 
pernicious variety of religious school has emerged, controlled by the Jamaat al-
Dawa, whose armed wing, the Lashkar e-Tayiba is still in the forefront of the 
insurgency in Indian-administered Kashmir. In this Koranic schools located 
mainly in central Punjab, the “teachers” introduce their pupils to the basics of 
jihad, offering instructions in how to wage a jihad against infidels, citing the 
Afghan and Kashmiri mujahidin as examples. And not only: the mullahs who run 
these jihadi madrasses have expanded their anti-India and anti-Hindu doctrine to 
include an overtly anti-Western one81. 
In the spring of 1999 a pakistani Northern Light Infantry (NLI) battalion seized 
the Kargil heights across the Line of Control in Indian administered Kashmir. 
Under cover of heavy artillery and mortar fire about 600 militants82 chased the 
soldiers to the dangerous high points of  the wild Kargil zone, spurred on by the 
radical leaders of the area’s militant Sunni groups. This resulted in around 130 
peaks, which had been previously under Indian control, passing into Pakistani 
hands. From these strategic vantage points, the militants claimed that they have 
“liberated” 310 square kilometres off Indian Kashmir. Not only were they able to 
threaten the security of the road from Srinagar to Leh but Indian supply routes to 
the Siachen glacier as well. On 31 May Lashkar e-Tayiba issued a statement 
saying that 1000 of its mujaheddin were in Kargil. On 9 June, their spokesman, 
Abdullah Montazir, stated that they had begun planning the Kargil operation last 
year. On 14 June, Fazlur Rehman Khalil of the Harakat ul-Mujaheddin said their 
cadres were in Kargil and that they would welcome all muslims for the jihad from 
Egypt, Chechnya and Sudan. Lashkar e-Tayiba even warned the prime minister 
Nawaz Sharif in Islamabad that, if under foreign pressure, they were asked to 
withdraw from Kargil, they would destroy the government83.  
Thus began the most serious India-Pakistan crisis in recent years. It risked 
escalating into a new war between these two heavily nuclearised powers. The 
Indians began air bombing Pakistani positions in Kargil with aeroplanes and 
helicopters. Fifteen thousand Indian soldiers managed to drive out the Islamics 
with furious bayonet attacks on the high ground. Only a decisive intervention by 
Bill Clinton’s American administration managed to avoid the worst and convince 
Sharif to abandon the mujaheddin to their destiny by withdrawing the regular 
Pakistani troops. The Indians retook the Kargil peaks, one by one, losing 251 men 
in seven weaks. More than 420 were injured and the whole operatoin cost 4 
million dollars a day84.  
General Pervez Musharraf, who had been nominated as army chief of staff just a 
few months earlier by premier Sharif, played a major role in the crisis after his 
predecessor had heavily criticised the government. Musharraf was even bugged 
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by the Indians, who rendered two of his telephone conversations to another 
general public as proof of his direct involvement into the  cross border intrusion in 
Kashmir. After Kargil, relations between Musharraf and Sharif took an 
irreversible turn for the worse. While Musharraf was visiting Sri Lanka, the prime 
minister announced his retirement and replacement. With the support of the army, 
Musharraf was immediately able to return to Pakistan on 12 October and stage a 
bloodless military coup assuming full powers85. 
The situation in Kashmir did not change immediately. The fall of the Taleban 
regime in 2001, on the one hand removed one of the main regional pillars of the 
Jihad from the Sunni militant groups but, on the other, caused new Afghan war 
veterans to spill into the Kashmir front in Pakistan. Al Qaeda got directly 
involved and a mixed commando group of terrorists from Jaish-e-Mohammed and 
Lashkar e-Tayiba launched an attack on the New Delhi parliament on 13 
december 2001, hoping to provoke a new war with Pakistan with the aim of 
easing American pressure in Afghanistan. Even if the fall of the Taliebans 
deprived Pakistani militants of safe bases, they are still armed, trained and 
indoctrinated by their parent bodies not just for the Kashmir jihad but also for an 
internal jihad against their sectarian rivals86. 
President Musharraf gradually came to appreciate the danger posed by his 
country’s radical groups and understood that in order to weaken them he would 
have to seriously tackle the Kashmir problem and thus favour a thaw with India. 
Cannons were no longer heard along the Control line thanks to a ceasefire 
agreement signed in November 2003 by the then Hindu nationalist government, 
led by Atal Behari Vajpayee, and Islamabad following two years of very serious 
crisis in Kargil and the attacks in Indian territory. The thaw was made official 
with an historical joint declaration signed by Musharraf and Vajpayee.  
Since then there has only been one temporary interruption in the negotiations. 
This was due to the change of government in India following Sonia Gandhi’s 
Congress party victory in the May 2004 elections. After that work resumed on the 
slow building of bridges with a strategy of “small steps”. This include the 
resumption of cricket matches. Cricket is a very popular sport in both countries. 
Both Musharraf and Singh were present at last April’s derby, each chief for his 
own country’s team. Another concrete sign of progress was the reopening of the 
bus link between Srinagar and Muzaffarabad, the capitals of the two separate 
Kashmirs. This had been closed for fifty years. In mid September, both Musharraf 
and Singh were present in New York for the United Nations general assembly  
and they took the opportunity to discuss Kashmir issue over dinner. Deep 
problems remain however. Their positions seem to be unreconcilable. India is not 
willing to accept any change in the status quo and does not want to accept the 
mediation of any third party, be it a single person, state, or the United Nations. 
Musharraf calls for more “flexibility” and would like to see Kashmir under an 
international administration or under the joint control of India and Pakistan.  
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The former president of the contested region, Sardar Abdul Qayyum, believes that 
the dream of “a sovereign, independent Kashmir cannot be realised within the 
next one hundred years”. He proposes that the problem could be solved by the 
creation of a federation, the United States of Jammu and Kashmir, which could be 
kept under multinational control87.  
The positive aspect of the thaw is that the number of attacks and of victims is 
falling according to recent date from the Indian government. The number of 
armed attacks, bomb attacks and other episodes of violence is down by more than 
50% from 3,401 to 1,415 compared to 2003. The number of victims, which 
includes victims among the India security forces, militants fighting for 
independence and civilians, is also down. Violent deaths in the region for the first 
nine months of 2005  have fallen to 1,313 from the 2, 0139 that were committed 
over twelve months in 200488.  
Despite Islamabad’s efforts to dig out the Islamic Jihad, militants continue to 
filter across the border although in smaller numbers. The number of those caught 
by Indian troops in the first nine months of 2005 has fallen from 289 in 2004 to 
141. In 2003 some 516 infiltrators were killed by the Indian troops. These figures 
do not mean the end of the guerrila war or the end of terrorism in Kashmir 
because the militants let no opportunity pass to violently criticise Musharraf’s 
softening towards India and they continue to declare that the holy war will go 
on89. 
The real killer blow to the Pakistani extremists fighting in Kashmir would be a 
lasting and serious peace treaty between Islamabad and New Dehli. In January, 
they will enter into a third phase of negotiations, for an agreement to end their 
confrontation on the Siachen glacier, but the impression is that even if the thaw 
will continue the central problem of Kashmir remains stalled. This problem must 
be tackled not only so as to bring peace to the region and bring a long and bloody 
conflict to an end but also in order to cut the ground from under the islamic 
extremists by depriving them, following Afghanistan, of Kashmir as a holy war 
front as well.  
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DOCUMENT I 
Allah’s tears Twenty years of War in Afghanistan  
by Fausto Biloslavo 
I libri di Panorama 2002 
 
Chapter IX – Allah’s network  
1998 
 
The jeep’s headlamps light up the dark along a maze of roads that lead into the 
den of the Jihad, the war without limits against the infidels. The two young 
Muslims, sworn to the cause, are jovial and reassuring. They have just picked me 
up from under the noses of the two plain clothes agents who are supposed to be 
watching me in Muzaffarabad, the capital of Pakistan Kashmir. Having been 
stopped at a checkpoint, the city governor told me to stay in my hotel as I would 
be thrown out of the country the following day. 
The night, however, is long, at this latitude and nobody seems to notice my flight 
with these Jihad volunteers who drive like crazy in order to throw possible 
followers off their scent.   
The jeep takes a sharp turn into a area surrounded by a high wall. An Afghan 
volunteer, armed with a kalashnikov, jumps to his feet in front of the main 
building and performs a sort of military salute. He is one of the guards of 
Marqaz, the main base of the Al Badhr Mujaheddin, a guerilla movement fighting 
for the liberation of Kashmir in the name of Allah.  
Al Badhr became famous because its men trained in a camp of the same name in 
southern Afghanistan which was supported by Osama bin Laden. Considered a 
terrorist centre, it was bombed by American missiles on 20 August 1998 as a 
reprisal for the the attacks on the American embassies in Kenya and Tanzania 
that caused over 250 deaths and thousands of injuries.  
Following the US attack it took me weeks to find the survivors and reestablish 
contact.  
First they put a gun to my head, then I manage to win the trust of these Islamic 
kamikaze who are ready to die for Kashmir, a country on the «roof of the world», 
built at an altitude of over five thousand metres and divided between India and 
Pakistan. In the end, the Emir, Bakht Zamin, the organization’s supreme 
commander, allows me reach him in the guerilla base.  
Born in the turbulent tribal zone on the border between Pakistan and Afghanistan 
in 1956, with his grey beard and dark glasses, which he wears because of his 
conjunctivities, you would never think that the Emir has studied to become a 
lawyer. He awaits me crouched on the floor of one of the bare rooms of the base 
which is used for military lessons, meals and religious readings. “In the 
eighties”, begins Zamin, immediately on the attack, “when we sacrificed 
ourselves to stop the Red Army in Afghanistan,  with the help of America and 
Europe, they called us heroes or mujaheddin, a term which is a synonym for 
freedom fighter. Now, because we no longer play their game, they write us off as 
drug dealers and terrorists”. His career in the Jihad began with the Soviet 
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occupation of Kabul and it took off again in 1989, when the former mujaheddin 
routed the Islamic rebellion in Indian controlled Kashmir.  
Zamin, probably exaggerating, claims to control some twenty thousand men, and 
says that he did not sustain losses because of the US missiles. On the night of the 
American attack he was in the camp which took a direct hit and it is a miracle 
that he survived. “It is not the first time that foreigners have attacked us”, he 
says, sitting surrounded by supporters. “At the time of the British Empire, the 
English fought against the Afghans in exactly the same area where the Al Badhr 
base, that was hit by the Americans, is located. Then the Russians tried, but, since 
1989 we have entered the field, using the mujaheddin, who want to free Kashmir, 
for both spiritual and military training”.  
The Al Badhr base, where I am a guest under surveillance, is the movement’s 
main one and it is referred to as “Shahid”, which means martyr, in honour of 
those who have been killed in the holy war. With the excuse of going to the toilet I 
manage to take a look around. The Marqaz is made up of a couple of low 
buildings which are home to the volunteers and a mosque. In front of the mosque 
is a large square, the clay ground is flattened out and is probably used for 
military training. 
The enlistment form shows that the Muzaffarabad runs two training courses. A 
basic, one-month course which helps recruits “learn how to use modern arms, the 
tactics of war, battle plans, bunker building and respect for Allah”, a sort of 
“Qoran and musket” course for the perfect guerilla fighter. 
The second course, lasting three months, is for the “Special Forces” and it 
includes further lessions on commando-style actions. “The Al Badhr mujaheddin 
are troops of the prophet Mohammed, who wave the flag of Islam to break the 
power of the infidels (...). Whoever enrols – reads the introduction – is called to 
martyrdom”. 
The Jihad’s calls to sacrifice are continuous and the cover of the flier, with two 
scimitars dripping with the blood of martyrs, crossed around the Mecca is 
emblematic. “In every part of the world, where Muslims are oppressed, from 
Algeria to Kosovo, from Palestine to Egypt to Kashmir, we fight our battle for 
justice nad equality”, explains Zamin, who is an open supporter of terrorist 
groups such as the Algerian Gia and the Egyptian Jama e Islamja. No surprise, 
then, that the base is home to a sort of international Muslim brigade, full of Arab 
volunteers. 
The Emir is in agreement with the exhortations to the holy war, made by bin 
Laden and affirms: “He is right to fight for the withdrawal of the American 
troops from the holy places in Saudi Arabia. It is the USA that forces us into 
war". 
The interior of the base is modest, with mats thrown on the ground and the odd 
cushion against the wall. We eat rice and chicken with our hands, sitting in the 
group with our legs  crossed. Above our heads is a poster showing a heavy rifle 
on top of which a curious slogan is printed: “Jihad for peace”. The ten or so 
mujaheddin, who study me from head to toe as I eat, are aged on average between 
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twenty and twenty-five. Hamza with his Arabic features and jet black beard looks 
like a pirate. Thin, ascetic Jassim, who is an English speaker, is the intellectual of 
the group. One of the guardian angels who keep watch over me wears a sleeveless 
hunting jacket, which is the only western-style garment to be seen in the whole 
camp.  
Despite the simplicity of the place, Al Badhr does make use of modern 
technology: portable telephones, computers and fax machines. A youth with 
middle-eastern features, calling himself an informatics expert, swears that 
software capable of secretly connecting all the bases in the world through 
internet, is on the way. Our meeting comes to a close late in the night and my 
escort brings me back and we say goodbye like old friends. They seem like normal 
guys and yet and shiver runs down my spine when I read the last lines of Al 
Badhr’s flier which gives the telephone numbers of four recruitment offices in 
Pakistan: “If you enlist in our army you will find salvation (...). The Prophet is 
our guide (...) the Jihad our path and martyrdom our hope”. 
 
 
DOCUMENT II 
Allah’s tears Twenty years of War in Afghanistan  
by Fausto Biloslavo 
I libri di Panorama 2002 
 
Chapter IX – Allah’s network  
1998 
 
"THE INFIDELS WILL BURN IN HELL" 
 
If Kashmir is the theatre of an unending war, another hot spot is to be found 
further west between Pakistan and Afghanistan, where tribal law is the order of 
the day. Maulana Sufi Mohammad, supreme head of the local fundamentalists 
“governs” a large part of the turbulent North West Frontier province, which has 
been an autonomous region ever since the English mapped out the borders of the 
empire. He has more than eight thousand men in the “Movement for the 
reinforcement of Mohammed’s law”, organized into a sort of private army with 
several training camps.  
They can be recognised by their long beards which are like the prophet 
Mohammed’s, the black turban and the emblem of the sacred stone kept at the 
Mecca which is the object of devotion by the Muslim pilgrims. In the humid 
summer of 1998, following the American missile attack in Afghanistan, the tribal 
area was kept stricly off-limits to foreigners.  
In order to reach the final frontier between Islam and the West I had to dress in a 
long shirt, baggy trousers, and a scarf-like head cover, like the ones that are worn 
here. According to the few human rights workers left in Peshawar, capital of the 
North West Frontier province, one hundred and fifty kilometres further south, a 
reward of fifteen thousand dollars was offered for every westerner killed. To be 
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honest I was more afraid of the Pakistani border police and their many road 
blocks than of the Muslim integralists.  
Having sneaked out of Peshawar at dawn, I soon found myself in a place that was 
old and looked like it had not changed for centuries. There were huge zones 
covered with plants and the odd rocky area. The bazaars along the road gave off 
an odour of spices and alternated with the minarets of the mosques or the 
madrasses, the Islamic schools which formed the Talebans. If it wasn’t for the 
noisy cars and the highly decorated trucks – an amusing habit, this, in southern 
Asia - it was like a return to a distant past.  
Timergara is the capital of the Dir district which is famous for its opium crop. 
The black and white flags of the “Movement for the strengthening of 
Mohammed’s laws” are everywhere. In a small room on the first floor of a 
modest building the movement’s leader, Sufi Mohammad, is waiting for me.  
He has a long, grey beard, a long white shirt down to his knees, and big, wide-
rimmed glasses and is surrounded by twenty serious-looking people wearing the 
black turbans which show they are part of the shura, the leading members of the 
party. They greet me with deference, each repeating in his turn “Salam Alaikam”, 
peace be with you. “Allah created the world and sent his prophet to teach Islamic 
law”, begins the then fifty-five year old Mohammad, who is venerated like a saint, 
“Our task is to continue this battle”. His movement has managed to achieve an 
almost total application of the Shariat, the tough Koran law, in the Malakand 
tribal zone but it is also fighting to extend it throughout Pakistan.  
In 1994, some of the movement’s volunteers staged armed occupations of 
airports, government offices and they took government ministers hostage in order 
to win concessions. "The infedels must be fought and for this reason, once the 
Shariat is fully in force we can launch a Holy War against all those who deny the 
principles of Islam or against those who attack us, like the Americans in 
Afghanistan”, Mohammad explains prophetically. He also admits that the 
movement’s army, made up of eight thousand men, all of whom are unpaid 
volunteers, is always better armed. Around the stronghold of the Islamic militia in 
Maydan, there are supposedly training camps which are somehow tolerated by 
the Pakistani authorities. The number one enemy  is the West because it protects 
the blasphemer, Salman Rushdie, supports Israel against the Palestinians and 
directly attacks Islam with American missiles. 
While admitting to not being particularly well informed about it, he also accuses 
“the Pope of being an infedel because he does not respect the Shariat”. He has 
few doubts about Osama bin Laden, considered the number one in the world of 
International Islamic terrorism: “He is a freedom fighter whom we will defend 
and welcome as a guest if he should ask to take refuge with us”.  
Three years later the Americans would send their troops in search of the Saudi 
Arabian Sheik in this very tribal zone, which was one of the possible escape 
routes for the most wanted man following the collapse of the Taleban regime.  
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In 1998, on the other hand, all foreigners were evacuated from Sufi Mohammad’s 
fiefdom on the grounds that this was a “protective measure”. He concludes by 
telling me that “those who oppose Islam will burn in hell”.  
Many people in this area supported the Taleban cause in the hope of secession or 
of the expansion of integralism throughout Pakistan. There was a threatened 
fusion in this area of Malakand with Afghanistan although Sufi Mohammed 
denies this. He is equally firm about not allowing himself to be photographed 
because of an Islamic tabù that prohibits the showing of a living being. Breaking 
of this rule could mean being denied access to Allah’s paradise. In some public 
offices in the tribal area, photographs of Ali Jenna, founding father of Pakistan, 
were removed. While he is extremely polite, Sufi Mohammad is also utterly 
convinced about his beliefs so much so that he refused to be interviewed by an 
English journalist because he refused to wear a veil.  
On the way back, I stopped at one of the many Qoranic schools, many of which 
were used for the spiritual and military training of the Talebans. An old, one-eyed 
man did not want to let me enter but in the end, Abdul Basir, head of the religious 
institute and a veteran of the war against the soviets in the eighties, agreed to see 
me.  
"I’m proud that the Aghans have freed their country from the foreigner”, began 
the former Islamic Partisan, “but also sad about the conflict in Afghanistan which 
is dividing Muslim brothers (the Talebans and the deposed mujaheddin 
government)”. He had not finished his sentence when a fat-faced and lightly-
whiskered Pakistani police officer arrived.  When he discovered I was a westerner 
he started to shout like a madman into his radio “Foreigner, Italian, and even 
worse, a journalist”.  
I was sent packing from the tribal area but as soon as I arrived in the “safe” city 
of Peshawar, a further demonstration of  the spreading Islamic radicalism 
awaited me. Following Friday prayer, almost ten thousand people gather for a 
public meeting with the leader of the fundamentalist party, Maulana Fazel 
Rahman, wearing a large orange turban, promises the crowd that “very soon, as 
in Afghanistan, the Islamic clergy will take power in Pakistan”. The bearded men, 
excitedly rise up in support of Bin Laden and, promising “Death to America”, 
burn the American flag. An eighteen- year-old youth, lifts up a poster aimed at the 
United States with a photo of a masked warrior holding a bazooka on top of 
which is written in Arabic “We are coming”.  
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The new pro-U.S. 
Foreign Policy of Paraguay 
Consequences on South American integration 

 
 

Seeds of a new alliance 

On May 26, 2005 the Congress of Paraguay passed a law granting U.S. troops 
immunity, the right of way and stationing, the leave to transport arms and 
medicines and the possibility to operate in any part of the national territory. The 
agreement will be in force until December 2006, with a possible renovation. It 
allows the Southern Command of the United States to carry out 13 missions in 
Paraguayan territory in 18 months. The troops will help train Paraguayan officials 
to deal with narcotraffic, terrorism, government corruption and domestic health 
issues. In this way Paraguay gives up the power to investigate the crimes that 
might be committed by American troops and renounces its right to appeal to the 
International Penal Court, of which Paraguay is a member. 

With this decision, the Paraguayan Government decided to adopt a clear pro-U.S. 
strategy in foreign policy, with no coordination with the neighbouring partners of 
Mercosur1. The grant of immunity to the American soldiers has provoked the 
reaction of domestic and foreign political groups and human rights organizations. 
A theory has taken credit which foresees the U.S. intention to install a large 
military base, with the purpose of controlling the natural resources of the area and 
the political evolution of the Southern Cone countries. A particular stress was 
given to the American interests towards the tri-border area and the water 
resources of the Guaraní basin- one of the largest water supplies in the world2. 

The article will examine the diplomatic and military relations between Paraguay 
and the United States and analyse the effects on the area of the new political 
position of this South American country. 

 

                                                 
1 The “Mercado Común del Sur” treaty was signed in Asunción in 1991 by Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay. 
2 The U.S. Administration never directly referred to the Guaraní basin. Nevertheless, the United States Agency for International 
Development decided to add an economic assistance of 1,2 million dollars to Paraguay this fiscal year. This environment assistance was 
designed to prevent ground pollution. 
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Some facts 

A few days after Parliament passed the immunity, the U.S. Government agreed to 
send some FBI experts to Paraguay to cooperate in the solving of various 
kidnappings, thought to be carried out by groups connected to the Colombian 
FARC. Among them the one of Cecilia Cubas, the daughter of former President 
Raúl Cubas. The American Administration declared the intention to set a 
permanent FBI office in Paraguayan territory by the end of 2006 to coordinate the 
activities of support and training of the local security forces. 

On June 7, 2005 the Vice-President of Paraguay, Luis Castiglioni, made an 
official visit to Washington, meeting Vice-President Dick Cheney, the former 
Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemisphere Affairs Roger Noriega and 
the Secretary of Defence Donald Rumsfeld. The main issues of the meeting were 
hemispheric defence and security, fight against terrorism and international crime. 

Then, on August 16 and 17, 2005, Donald Rumsfeld made a courtesy visit to 
Paraguay with meetings at the highest level and a secret agenda that aroused 
critics and concern on the part of the Parliamentary opposition (it was the first 
visit of a Pentagon chief to Paraguay). 

Following the denouncements and the request to Vice-President Castiglioni to 
report to Parliament, the U.S. Embassy in Asunción issued an explicit statement 
denying the Administration intention of: 

a)      setting up a military base in Paraguay; 
b)      stationing troops for long periods of time; 
c)      intervening in the triple frontera area; 
d)      taking control of the resources of the Guaraní basin.  

The Embassy also underlined the fact that Paraguay and the United States have 
carried out joint military training for many years; the number of American troops 
will be limited and they will train with Paraguayan colleagues for periods of two 
to six weeks; one of the first training will deal with humanitarian medical 
assistance in the departments of Canindeyu, Caazapa and Ñeembucú; in any case 
no drill will last longer than 45 days.  

The diplomatic and military relations established with Paraguay clearly reflect the 
different attitude of the Pentagon in the employment of the military instrument 
worldwide. Paraguay is very important for the United States because of both its 
strategic location in the heart of South America and its large Islamic community 
living in Ciudad del Este. With regard to this city, however, we must mention two 
different points of view. While General James Hill, former chief of the Southern 
Command believes that terrorist groups are actively operating there3, the 

                                                 
3 “The tri-border area (…) is an unwilling host to Islamic radical terrorist groups and a concentration of arms and 
drug trafficking, contraband smuggling, document and current fraud, money laundering and the manufacturing 
and movement of pirated goods”, Commission on Review of Overseas Military Facility Structure of the United 
States, Appendix I, Current Basing Posture: Southern Command, 9 May 2005. 
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Department of State denounces only the presence of financing activities in favour 
of terrorism. 

 

 

The new U.S. strategy of Overseas Military Facility Structures 

Engaged in the effort of adapting its Armed Forces to the flexible necessities of 
global war against terrorism, the United States has started to remodel the 
agreements to obtain authorization for stations of troops abroad. The change in 
strategy was already clear by the end of 2001 with the first facility structures in 
Kirghizistan and Uzbekistan, where the U.S. Government was allowed to use 
some landing strips to secure logistic support to its troops in Afghanistan. These 
new bilateral agreements follow the Pre-emption (first strike) doctrine and the 
new challenges and threats foreseen by the Pentagon for the next 20 years (war 
against terrorism, safety of energy sources, fight against narcotraffic, security at 
the so called “failed states” porous borders, asymmetric threats, rebelling groups, 
civil wars). 

These deals are meant to allow the Pentagon quick access to the most remote sites 
of the planet, but at the same time increase dependence upon the unsteady foreign 
policy of small countries and governments of dubious quality. Strong is the need 
to develop greater capacity of mobilization and intervention also in the absence of 
solid long-term alliances. For this reason, the Pentagon has to take the risk of 
negotiating with these countries. The purpose is to sign the most worldwide 
agreements so that, if a country modifies its policy or forbids access to American 
troops, the Pentagon may have other options at hand. This strategy requires the 
use of a new “military diplomacy” by the Armed Forces. 

Facility structure characteristics and distribution are different from the past: no 
more city-like areas hosting thousands of soldiers with their families for long 
periods of time at high costs. On the contrary, modern stations would be mere 
landing strips in desert lands or in the jungle, lacking comfort and provided with 
the minimum equipment necessary for mobilization or retreat at short notice. 
Modernization of existing installations in host countries is also an option. 

The aim to be reached is a reduction of U.S. stationing troops abroad, especially 
in those countries where they can be subject to terrorist attacks or feelings of 
rejection from the local population. Instead, with a large network of small 
economic stations, the United States will be able to send troops and equipment to 
any part of the world with minimum preparation. These troops would come from 
safe stations on the U.S. territory and well-established ones in key sites as Guam 
in the Philippines or Diego García island in the Indian Ocean. 
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Turning now to Latin America, the United States maintains that, at the moment, 
they do not want to establish new stations in addition to the existing ones, called 
“Cooperative Security Location”4.  

At the news of the agreement with Paraguay and the increase of activities in 
Mariscal Estigarribia station, the neighbouring countries and especially Bolivia 
gave voice to their fears that what had happened at Manta, Ecuador, might take 
place again. In that circumstance, the United States at first minimized the facility 
as simply a “dirt strip”, only to later acknowledge its development into a major 
facility5.  
In our opinion the two situations should not be compared. 
From one side the establishment of the Manta base answered the urgent need to 
replace Howard installation in Panama after the U.S. withdrawal from that 
country in 1999.  

From the other side, the Paraguayan Mariscal Estigarribia station was built by the 
United States as early as 2000 with the aim of keeping a landing strip for B-52 
and Galaxy planes. Today its condition does not allow immediate use and the 
works that are needed would hardly go unnoticed. The only airport where a B-52 
could land is that of the capital city Asunción. It is mainly for this reason that the 
United States has negotiated with the Paraguayan government the setting up of the 
facility, situated 250 km from the Bolivian border. 

This decision is consistent with the U.S. Southern Command’s stated objectives, 
that extend far beyond supporting the hemisphere’s governments in combating 
what it calls “narcoterrorists”. A partially declassified Southcom document lists 
seven objectives for U.S. national security strategy in Latin America and the 
Caribbean: 

1. Regional energy supplies will flow freely into international markets and will 
not be targets of aggression.  

2. Countries will exercise sovereignty over their territory.  
3. Regional partners will have both the capabilities and willingness to conduct 

limited maritime interception operations and other combined operations, 
particularly in the areas of counter-terrorism, peace operations, disaster relief 
and humanitarian assistance, with minimal U.S. support.  

4. Not releasable.  
5. Not releasable.  

                                                 
4 Today the United States held two important bases in Cuba (Guantanamo Bay Naval Station) and Puerto Rico 
(Fort Buchanan and Roosevelt Roads) and five CSL in Central America and the northern part of South America:  
b)      Eloy Alfaro International Airport in Manta, Ecuador (Andean Region); 
c)      Reina Beatrix International Airport in Aruba and Hato International Airport in Curação, Netherlands 
Antilles (Northern Coast of South America); 
d)Comalapa International Airport in El Salvador and Soto Cano Airport in Honduras (Central America). 
Moreover, the United States maintain 800 soldiers and 600 civilians in Colombia and 17 permanent and mobile radar sites located mainly in 
Andean Region. 
5 Washington Secures Long-Sought Hemispheric Outpost; http//www.informationclearinghouse.info/article9541.htm 
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6. Prevent rogue states from supporting terrorist organizations.  
7. Strengthen and maintain stable, democratically elected governments 

throughout the area of responsibility. 

Each objective, including the “not releasable” ones, is followed by several sub-
objectives. Of the 29 sub-objectives, eight are classified as nonreleasable. 
Together, the de-classified objectives and sub-objectives reveal Southcom’s 
increasingly broad interpretation of its mandate to protect U.S. national security in 
Latin America and the Caribbean6. Humanitarian missions, considered as 
instruments to reach the listed objectives, do not appear among the objectives 
themselves. 

From this point of view the United States has chosen Paraguay (and to a lesser 
extent Peru) to strengthen the chain of military agreements in South America in 
addition with those already existing with Colombia and Ecuador.  

The Department of Defence’s choice to sign an agreement with the Paraguayan 
Government somehow represents a second best choice after the failure of Donald 
Rumsfeld’s regional policy. He conceived for the whole region a state of integral 
defence, in order to limit the field of action of the Venezuelan President Hugo 
Chávez and prevent a pro-Venezuelan trend in Bolivia, should Evo Morales win 
the approaching elections. Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay’s refusal to grant U.S. 
troops immunity has forced the Bush Administration to build up bilateral 
agreements with the less strong governments in the area7. Southcom possibly 
means to transform in the future the small facility of Mariscal Estigarribia into a 
real Cooperative Security Location covering the whole Southern Cone area. 
Whether or not this is the case, it is a fact that during his meetings with Vice-
President Luis Castiglioni, Donald Rumsfeld has ventilated this possibility 
offering economic, military and commercial compensation -in addition to massive 
training for Paraguayan soldiers8. 

 

Consequences of Paraguay’s pro-U.S. turn and claims on hydro-electric 
energy 

The decision of the Paraguayan Congress to grant immunity to U.S. soldiers and 
start a series of joint drills has aroused worried and polemic reactions from Brazil, 
Argentina and Uruguay. It is true that the Mercosur Charter does not limit a 
member’s freedom of action in the field of defence and security. Yet the 
neighbouring countries have taken note of the fact that Paraguay diverged from 
the track followed by the governments of Luis Inácio Lula da Silva, Néstor 

                                                 
6 “USSOUTHCOM Theater Security Command Strategy, 13 August 2004”, reported by 
http//www.axisoflogic.com/artman/publish/printer_19319.shtml. 
7Although Peru has not granted U.S. troops immunity yet, the Amazon station of Iquitos sees the presence of 
Seals commandos and other soldiers directly engaged in activities of communication and flight interdiction. 
8 It has been said that the concession of the immunity to the American troops will take imply in exchange some 
10 million dollars in assistance aids and an increase of 6,000 tons of sugar export to the U.S. market. 
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Kirchner and Tabaré Vásquez. This decision is likely to increase Paraguay’s 
isolation in the region9. The Paraguayan Vice-President Luis Castiglioni stated 
that his country is looking for new roads towards economic development beyond 
Mercosur. A closer relation with the United States is functional to this aim. 
Mentioning the free trade agreements signed by Chile and more recently by the 
Central American countries with the United States, Castiglioni clearly said that 
Paraguay’s national interests do not require a deeper process of integration in 
Mercosur. And this is an element that could challenge the very future of the 
organization10.   

The relations of Paraguay with its neighbours show also other points of conflict. 
The biggest one is represented by the use of the sources of power and in particular 
the operation of the two hydro-electric plants of Itaipú (the Brazilian-Paraguayan 
plant is the largest in the world, covering 20% of Brazilian needs) and Yacyretá 
(the construction of the Argentinean-Paraguayan plant started 35 years ago, and 
once completed should meet 25% of Argentinean needs).  

Paraguay is the only Mercosur country with real hydro-electric surplus. But the 
electricity produced by the two power plants of Itaipú and Yacyretá cannot be 
freely sold by Paraguay to its neighbouring countries, which hold exclusive rights 
on Paraguayan power11. 

The building costs of the plant of Itaipú rose from an estimated 2.033 million 
dollars to almost 20,000 million, largely because of massive corruption in the 
military dictatorships ruling the two countries. When the dam was completed, in 
1991, Paraguay already owed 17,000 million dollars mainly to the Brazilian 
company Eletrobras. Today, after paying 25,000 million dollars, the debt still 
amounts to about 18,000 million. Facing these figures, some Paraguayan political 
forces led by Frente Amplio (opposition) have started to ask for a re-negotiation 
of the conditions of energy sale. They assert the duty for Brazil and Argentina to 
pay energy at market price -3,500 million dollars a year- instead that the present 
annual rate of 250 million. Parliament and Government give fundamental 
importance to two issues: the revision of the index-rating system of Itaipú power 
(which would allow an estimated saving of 150 to 200 million a year) and the 
writing off of the debt of 4,000 million dollars with Argentina for Yacyretá (the 

                                                 
9 Another reason of Paraguay’s nonalignment with its Mercosur partners is its maintaining diplomatic relations 
with Taiwan instead that with continental China. This fact forbids Mercosur -as a Customs Union- to start 
contacts for negotiating a free trade agreement with China. 
10 Actually, Paraguay was never particularly interested in the success of Mercosur’s plan of economic integration. 
Being its economy highly informal, the country could hardly benefit from progressive convergence and 
economic and commercial connections. Moreover, Paraguay complains that its neighbours -especially Brazil- are 
strangling its exports, and fears the progressive “Brazilianizations” of its economy on the hand of Brazilian 
investments and commercial penetration.  
11 Both during the Argentinean energy crisis in 2004 and the Brazilian one in 2000 the two countries exchanged 
part of their power (of Paraguayan origin) from Itaipú and Yacyretá, leaving Paraguay out of the operation 
profits. 
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total debt of the Paraguayan-Argentinean company reached 10,000 million at the 
end of 2003). 

 On 14 September last President Nicanor Duarte Frutos proclaimed the 
importance of the re-negotiation of these debts for the national economy. The 
main part of Itaipú power costs is represented by its liabilities (capital and 
interests). Therefore a cut in interests on the debt would allow a cut in the energy 
rates, or mayor investments elsewhere. Re-negotiation of the agreements on the 
two hydro-electric plants is requested also by the Unión Industrial de Paraguay, 
which holds Mercosur responsible of the national industry recession and 
denounces the lack of systems of progressive integration that would take into 
account the industrial asymmetries among the four member countries. 

 

Conclusions 

The pro-U.S. choice made by Paraguay appears as something new in the South 
American political context, crossed nowadays by a generally diffused anti-
Americanism. The Paraguayan Government feels more threatened by Brazil than 
by the United States, and the American offer sounds quite appealing in a country 
where the three Armed Forces are still a fundamental actor on the internal 
political and administrative scene. The agreement with the United States will 
grant Paraguayan troops equipment and training with possible positive 
consequences on the economy12.  

The continuous requests to modify the hydro-electric agreements with Brazil and 
Argentina are consistent with the new more independent role Paraguay is trying to 
play (besides being an electoral move of President Duarte Frutos, aiming at re-
election). 

The present Paraguayan foreign policy could be compared with the so called 
“carnal relations” sought by Argentinean President Carlos Menem during the 
‘90s. In the actual context, however, it underlines the weakness of Mercosur both 
as a multinational alliance and a commercial block. It is a fact that Brazil and 
Argentina jointly could have easily offered Paraguay the same economic and even 
military facilities offered by the U.S. Administration.  

A weaker Mercosur could now lack the energy to lead the continental integration 
process (the South American Community of Nations) currently under way, leaving 
Venezuelan President Hugo Chávez alone in this effort. With many countries 
involved in electoral campaign (Argentina, Chile, Bolivia) or domestic relevant 
scandals (Brazil), a weaker coordination among South American Governments 
could favour the new bilateral strategy of the United States in the region. For sure, 

                                                 
12 Even in the occasion of the election of the General Secretary of the Organization of American States last 
spring, Paraguay had given proof of alignment with the United States taking sides against the Chilean candidate 
José Miguel Insulza -backed by almost all South American countries- and had tried, without success, to 
candidate its own Foreign Minister Leila Rachid de Cowles as Vice-Secretary.  
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this dialectics will emerge clearly during the Summit of the Americas to be 
organized in Mar del Plata, Argentina, on November 4 and 5, 2005.  
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Maria Egizia Gattamorta 

The burden of corruption 
on Africa’s economic development 

 
“Corruption hurts the poor disproportionately by diverting funds intended 
for development, undermining a government’s ability to provide basic 
services, feeding inequality and injustice, and discouraging foreign 
investment and aid” (Kofi Annan, UN Secretary, October 2003) 
 

According to the World Bank, corruption, intended as “the abuse of public office 
for private gain”, is a phenomenon that existed everywhere1  since the beginning 
of times. Corruption, as a trend, provokes contradictive perceptions; it has also 
been often considered a mean of survival, a strategy to redistribute resources or 
more precisely as a dysfunctional element which threatens economical structures 
of political systems. 
There is only one element that unites all perceptions on corruption: it mostly 
strikes the areas where a State plays the dominant role and where there are lower 
margins of free competition. 
African States together with South American and Asian countries are the most 
affected by corruption: this is according to Transparency International (TI) – the 
NGO specialized on fight against corruption headed by Peter Eigen, established in 
1993 with headquarters in Berlin. Eigen stated, during the presentation of the 
Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) held in October 2004 that “Corruption in 
large-scale public projects is a daunting obstacle to sustainable development, and 
results in a major loss of public funds needed for education, healthcare and 
poverty alleviation; both in developed and developing countries (…) Corruption 
robs countries of their potential (….)”. 
Why particularly the African States? Most probably because they offer 
particularly fertile fields within their structures to produce and reproduce 
corruption. The presence of a State has in fact assumed a key role following post 
colonial era, the central power has left minimum space for private initiatives and 
has exclusively managed the enormously rich mines and oil resources. 

                                                 
1 In addition to the World Bank’s classical definition, according to the Oxford Unabridged Dictionary corruption 
is “perversion or destruction of integrity in the discharge of public duties by bribery or favour”, the Merriam 
Webstser’s Collegiate Dictionary defines it as an  “inducement to wrong by improper or unlawful means as 
bribery)”, or even that of the  Transparency International which states that “Corruption involves behaviour on the 
part of officials in the public sector, whether politicians or civil servants, in which they improperly and 
unlawfully enrich themselves, or those close to them, by the misuse of the public power entrusted to them”; 
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Studies, lead by TI activities, are of particular interest since they measure the 
extent of abuse and misuse of public office in Africa. The organization carefully 
monitors the activities of many African States, annually releases the Corruption 
Perceptions Index -CPI (it aims at assessing levels of corruption across countries), 
and the Global Corruption Barometer-GCB (it is concerned with attitudes that the 
general public forms vis-à-vis these levels of corruption). 
34 of 146 countries mentioned by the CPI2in 2004  are African, 5 of which are on 
the first half of the graduator, 29 are on the second half (9 of which are on the 
higher part of the graduator).  Accessing useful data information for States not 
accounted for -like Rwanda and Togo- is nearly impossible and this can only 
indicate high corruption index. 
As clearly seen in the following diagram, Botswana obtained an average vote 
(6,0) and thus can be considered “clean”, 10 countries are below the average level 
(between 5,0 - 3,0 and this comprise South Africa, Ghana and Mali), corruption is 
on rise in 21 countries ( vote between 3,0-2,0 for Senegal, Tanzania, Ethiopia, 
Zimbabwe, Sudan, Ivory Coast and Angola) and corruption in 2 countries is a 
plague (Ciad with 1,7 and Nigeria 1,6). 
 

Fonte: TI Corruption Perception Index 2004 
Country Rank Country 2004 

CPI 
score 

Country 
Rank 

Country 2004 
CPI 

score 

Country 
Rank 

Country 2004 CPI 
score 

31° Botswana 6,0 82° Madagascar 
 

3,1 114° Congo 
Rep. 
Ethiopia 
Sierra 
Leone 
Zimbabwe 

2,3 

44° South 
Africa 

4,6 85° Senegal 3,0 122° Niger 
Sudan 

2,2 

54° Mauritius 
Namibia 

4,1 90° Gambia 
Malawi 
Mozambique
Tanzania 

2,8 129° Cameroon 
Kenya 

2,1 

64° Ghana 3,6 97° Algeria 2,7 133° Angola 
Congo 
RD. 
Ivory 
Coast 

2,0 

74° Gabon 3,3 102° Eritrea 
Uganda 
Zambia 

2,6 142° Chad 1,7 

77° Benin 
Egypt 
Mali 
Morocco 

3,2 108° Libya 2,5 144° Nigeria 1,6 

                                                 
2 The given grade , varies from 0 (maximum grade ) and 10 (corruption free), is attributed to the perception of 
those interviewed. On the last report Finland appears to be the least corrupt country (9,7) and Haiti the most 
corrupt (1,5). Italy was on the 42nd post (4,2); 
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How are the economical structures of African countries directly affected by 
corruption? How have big International Organizations been facing up to 
corruption on global and regional levels?  
What have African States been doing to fight corruption? Have any of those taken 
particular measures to limit the phenomenon? Up to what extent can suitable 
measures be predicted? 
 
Corruption direct impact on African Economies  

 
Corruption’s toll on African economies is quite dramatic both in value and 
modalities. According to the TI report in 2002, $150 billions were lost; this amount 
could have been used to pay foreign debts or to launch social programs (such an 
amount can satisfy the requests of the Millennium Development Goals or the 
Report of the Commission of Africa to boost the continent). As noted by several 
experts “corruption in Africa intensified ethnic conflict, ruined the efficiency of 
municipal government, crippled the merit system of promotion and generated an 
atmosphere of distrust which pervades all levels of administration”3. 
On a long term political benefits, fair distribution of resources, the success of a 
certain social class will turnout to be illusory. An economy pumped by corruption 
does not favor local investments neither does it encourage foreign investments; 
this can only encourage further smuggling of resources abroad and discourages 
local investments within the country; corruption therefore halts the development 
of the social, sanitary, education sectors and  therefore enforces  inequalities. 
A corrupted system creates “concentric” circles in which, elements closest to the 
central ring obtain privileges, and marginal circles instead are excluded from all 
advantages. Customs and police officers, justice administrators are widely feared 
for the graft and speed payments they can ask and obtain. Institutional structures 
are completely revolutionized: those who are called to maintain security and 
equity are instead responsible of social injustices. Indirect costs overcome direct 
costs. 
Professional values are frustrated on the base of friendship logic that often causes 
economic inefficiency and waste of resources. Legitimate entrepreneurial activity 
is hindered or suppressed. Construction sector is the most corrupted: the payment 
of high stakes can lead to the use of cheaper and low quality materials on expense 
of the lives of citizens, the direct victims of corruption. Donations given by 
foreign countries are also at high risk: some estimates calculated in the 90’s that 
as much as $30 billion in aid for Africa ended up in foreign bank accounts. This 
amounts was twice the annual gross domestic product of Ghana, Kenya and 
Uganda combined4 

                                                 
3 Monday U. Ekpo, Bureaucratic Corruption in Sub-Saharan Africa: toward a search for causes and 
consequences” Washington DC: University Press of America, 1979; 
4 Micelle Celarier, “The search for the Smoking Gun” Euromoney, September 1996; 
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The fundamental problem lays on the fact that not all economies have the same 
standard of crisis absorption: some countries can tolerate relatively high levels of 
bribery and graft, maintaining respectable rates of growth, others can not. Some 
African countries have undergone the burden of constant money smuggling for 
two decades, some others for at least three decades, and some others for far less. 
How can the “clean operations and imposed taxes” by Mobutu Sese Seko in 
former Zaire, Daniel Arap in Kenya and Sani Abacha in Nigeria be forgotten? In 
recent years the extent of growth of  those countries is quite evident together with 
conditions imposed by several financial institutions for loans and facilitate funds 
in order to re-launch their economies: conditio sine qua non in the fight against 
corruption and cleptocracy.   
Additional costs and the inability to return to a healthy system further deviates 
and twists the abuse mechanism and thus highlights its perverse effects: while in 
some countries such mechanism is part of a routine requested at the beginning of 
any operation, in some others it is requested at the end of the process; obviously 
revenues are not completely reintegrated to the system from which they were 
extorted. 
 
Mechanisms to fight corruption both on Regional and International level  

Several were the institutions that promoted in the past official declarations and 
conventions within the attempt to control corruption and establish regional and 
international cooperation. Unfortunately the documents either did not have all 
elements to become decisive or needed basic ratification to become efficient. 
However some of the following initiatives are worthy to be noticed: Southern 
African Development Community-SADC protocol (August 2001), the African 
Union convention (July 2003) and the United Nations Convention (Merida July 
2003). Each of those documents was the result of long labor with outcomes that 
were not always tangible. Nevertheless it is of significant importance that the 
African region founds it necessary to activate itself in order to find a solution and 
stand up to corruption, a problem becoming one of the greatest obstacles to the 
continents’ development. 

SADC Protocol against corruption (August 2001) 
 
The SADC protocol was signed on August 8th 2001 by Angola, Botswana, The 
Democratic Republic of Congo, Lesotho Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, 
Namibia, Seychelles, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. 
For now it has only been ratified by Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius, South 
Africa, and Tanzania e Zambia.  
Its purposes are: the promotion and the strengthening of the development of 
mechanism needed to prevent, detect, punish and eradicate corruption in both 
public and private sector, the facilitation and regulation of the cooperation among 
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the State Parties, the fostering of the development and harmonization of policies 
and domestic legislation of the parties (art. 2).  
It is applicable to different acts of corruption, for example to the solicitation or 
acceptance, directly o indirectly, by a public official, of any article of monetary 
value, or other benefit, such as gift, favor, promise or advantage for 
himself/herself or for another person or entity, in exchange for any act or 
omission in the performance of his or her public functions; to the offering or 
granting, directly or indirectly, by a public official, of any article of monetary 
value, or other benefit, such as gift, favor, promise or advantage form 
himself/herself or for another person or entity,  in exchange for any act or 
omission in the performance of his or her public functions; to any act or omission 
in the discharge of his or her duties by a public official for the purpose of illicitly 
obtaining benefits for himself or herself or for a third party (art. 3).  
Among the preventative measures it underlines the standard of conduct for public 
functions;  the mechanisms to encourage participation by the media, civil society 
and non governmental organizations in efforts to prevent corruption; the systems 
for protecting individuals who reports acts of corruption; the laws that punish and 
the institutions responsible for preventing, detecting, punishing and eradicating 
corruption (art.4).  
About the entry into force, it foresees the ratification by two thirds of the Member 
States (art.18). 
With much details Jurisdiction cases related to each State are widely expected in 
particular those which highlight the harmonisation of Policies and judicial 
cooperation. Even though this is a tangible sign of the Austral Region 
commitment and which today is still the most dynamic of all in the African 
continent ( this is also thanks to the role of South Africa), 
Zimbabwe’s ratification remains quite odd since it is widely known as one of the 
most corrupted countries on earth, in which Robert Mugabe’s party ZANU-Pf has 
for years assured himself total control of power. Another surprising aspect was 
the lack of commitment by Mozambique where, in the last years of the Presidency 
of Joacquim Chissano, respect of the law evolved through commitment to 
political responsibility to achieve good governance and administrative 
transparency. 
 
AU Convention on preventing and combating corruption  (July 2003) 
The AU Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption, adopted on July 
2003 by 32 of the 53 member States (as of February 2005), requests the 
deposition of at least 15 instrument of ratification (as of February 2005, only 10 
were present) 
The document, containing 28 articles, is praised for some of its contents but 
depreciable for some weaker points. Certainly among its main benefits stands the 
fact that it is a regional agreement that addresses corruption within a general 
framework and sets common standards that request the creation of a code of 
conduct, protection of witnesses, transparency in political party funding, 
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preventive measures as free access to information by all media, involvement of 
civil society, regional cooperation even on what regards mutual law enforcement 
assistance. 
Unfortunately, the document also carries major discrepancies, for example 
excessive limitations of accessing  information provision,  no requirement of 
liability of companies, no provision on sanctions, no real peer review process 
envisaged, current lack of resources for follow-up mechanism . 
It is surprising that Botswana, Egypt and Tunisia5 never signed the document, but 
what is astonishing is that countries like Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Mozambique, 
Nigeria, and South Africa signed but never bothered to provide the ratification. 
How could Presidents Kibaki, Obasanjo and Mbeki could ever be convincing with 
their national battles while never push enough to ratify a document of vital 
importance for the Pan-African organisation? This opened a heated debate 
between opposers and supporters: opposers sustain that this is a clear sign of just a 
“façade commitment” (due to electoral deadlines and political conveniences), 
while supporters sustain that they can not ignore the tangible results obtained by 
the dismissing some Ministers [last March Obasanjo launched in Nigeria a drastic 
anti-corruption initiative by firing some high rank Government officials and 
exponents, like Fabian Osuji (Minister of Education), Alice Mobolaji Osomo 
(Minister of Housing and Urban Development), Adolphus Wabara (President of 
Senate); on mid- June South African Thabo Mbeki was forced to send home Vice 
President Jacob Zuma, a long time ally and faithful friend]. 
Although the lack of effectiveness of this agreement is to be seen as sign of weak 
of management towards one of the most acute problems threatening the African 
continent, the commitment of NEPAD (New Partnership for Africa’s 
Development), has to be conjointly evaluated with. This strategic development 
plan, adopted by the Organization in Lusaka in July 2001, underlines the necessity 
of ownership and partnership for the renaissance of Africa, attributes great 
importance to the good economic and corporate governance, recommending a 
strategy based on the development of the private sector, the promotion of 
generally accepted codes and standards (such as those relating to transparency in 
monetary and fiscal policies and national budget process), the capacity building 
for a results-oriented public service. 
 
c) UN Convention against corruption (December 2003) 
After 2 years of negotiations, 95 States signed UN Convention against Corruption 
(Merida, December 9th 2003). In 71 articles, subdivided into 8 chapters, all 
themes related to the purposes6 are distinguished and thoroughly taken into 
consideration: preventive measures, law enforcement, international cooperation, 

                                                 
5 Only 36 States signed the convention and only 10 ratified the document (as of October 2005); 
6 Its purposes are the promotion and strengthening of measures to prevent and combat corruption more 
efficiently and effectively, the support of international cooperation on the prevention and in the fight against 
corruption and the promotion of integrity, accountability and proper management of public affairs and public 
property (art.1), UN Convention against Corruption; 
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information exchange. Particularly much attention is given to the codes of 
conduct for public officials (art.8), to private sector (art 12), to prosecution and 
sanctions (art. 30), to freezing and confiscation (art 31), to protection of 
witnesses, experts and victims (art.32) for its entry into force; the Convention 
requires ratification by 30 countries (art.68)7. 
Even though this is considered by the TI responsible as “a great step”, because it 
is the first international framework for dealing with domestic and foreign bribery 
in the public and private sector, because it foresees the inclusion of the civil 
society in the prevention and the indictment of bribery in the private, it still has 
demonstrated major shortages and that is the absence of concrete provisions for a 
follow-up monitoring mechanism. It would have been crucial to initiate the 
monitoring process prior to the Agreement’s entry into force (during the signature 
on December 2003 this was hypothesized for 2006/7). 
Nevertheless this Agreement is historic and needs to be connected to similar ones 
(for example the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development-
OECD and other regional ones), to be used not substitute previous ones but 
enforce and make them more efficient.  
Any how, the contribution of such a document can only be comprehended within 
the wide political spectrum launched by the UN a decade ago. The Global 
Programme against corruption (GPAC) is for example launched in 1999 by the 
United Nations Centre for International Crime Prevention which guarantees 
technical assistance to Member States, facilitates the coordination between 
agencies specialized in juridical sector, and promotes anticorruption policy and 
tools. African countries benefiting from this initiative are Kenya, Mozambique, 
Nigeria and South Africa. 

 

World Bank’s strategy to fight corruption in Africa 
Corruption fight in Africa is not only realized through agreements and UN aimed 
programs and regional local organizations. A huge contribution is given by the 
most general strategy predisposed by the World Bank, developed through five key 
elements: increasing political accountability, strengthening civil society 
participation, creating a competitive private sector, institutional restraints on 
power, improving public sector management. In recent years World Bank’s 
executives, within a global policy which considers corruption as the “the single 
greatest obstacle to economic and social development”, have dedicated major 
attention to the black continent. Last June World Bank’s Neo-President 
Wolfowitz went on his first mission to Burkina Faso, Nigeria, Rwanda and South 
Africa. On the occasion of his encounter with Thabo Mbeki (just after Vice 
President Zuma was dismissed for corruption), Wolfowitz underlined that  “it's a 
matter of fighting corruption ... every corrupt transaction has two people involved 
- there's a corruptee, if you want to call it that, and a corruptor, and some of those 
corruptors are in developed countries". According to the WB leadership any 

                                                 
7 As of September 2005 there were 29 ratifications; 
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action can be productive on a long term, only by facing up to the roots local 
problems, and if a plan were to be developed based on a vision of “hopeful 
realism” which takes into consideration extreme lucidity, corruption as a problem, 
the inefficiency of the private sector, the weakness of regional integration and 
pushes the African themselves to react for their own future. 
As mentioned earlier, the fight against any form of abuse and misuse of a public 
office in African territory, is part of a much bigger plan of the Financial 
Institution which also foresees a global 24-hour a day anti-corruption telephone 
hotline, the establishment of a  
Sanctions Committee, insertion of sanctioned companies names in WB website, 
the expectance of accurate investigations of suspicious cases of corruption. The 
involvement of the civil society within this context is of vital importance, as 
media support and NGO actions. Promoting seminars, conferences, workshop are 
considered to be a mean to advertise and empower the civil society and make it 
become aware to the contribution it can give to face up corruption, starting from 
daily micro-corruptions to obtain their primarily and essential goods.  
Nigeria, Kenya and South Africa: the paladins on the fight of corruption in 
Africa 
In what way local executives have proved themselves protagonists of the anti-
corruption crusade? Have specialized commissions been established? Who are the 
paladins that distinguish themselves by fighting for transparency, accountability 
and for the respect for the principles of good governance? Kenya, Nigeria and 
South Africa distinguished themselves through their commitment, even though 
they did not uproot the problem. The Kenyan President, Mwai Kibaki, elected on 
December 2002 thanks to his electoral program principally oriented towards the 
fight against corruption, had to take precise commitments. The nomination of 
John Githongo (formerly TI responsible in Kenya) on January 2003 as the head of 
Anti- corruption commission, the establishment of an investigative commission 
for the Goldenberg scandal8, in March 2003, the Anti-Corruption and Economic 
Crimes Bill in April 2003 have all been clear signs of change but still not enough 
to stop the waste of  State money. According to Sir Edward Clay (the British High 
Commissioner in Kenya), even today the abuse in public structures costs the 
country $ 1 billion a year (nearly a fifth of its state budget). Githongo’s 
resignation after two years can only be seen as a negative signal for the fight 
against corruption and who admitted not being able to reach a conclusion due to 
the lack of governmental support. Nevertheless the suspension of anti corruption 
funds by the US and Germany and the risk of freezing helping funds by the EU 
and Japan, between February and March, seem to have given a new push to 
reshuffle the government. 
In Nigeria, President Olusegun Obasanjo promoted the establishment and 
strengthening of the Anti-corruption Commission and the Anti –Corruption Law 
in 2000, launched Economic and Financial Crimes Commission-EFCC in 2002 
and the Independent Corrupt Practices Tribunal-ICPT. The commission has the 

                                                 
8 The Goldenberg scandal involved  former President Daniel Arap Moi, former Vice President Gorge Saitoti 
(Kibaki ‘s Minister of Education ) and Kamlesh Pattini, business man of  Goldenberg International, a diamond 
and gold  company .  According to some financial analysts, losses undergone by the Kenyan Ministry of 
Treasure is estimated  between 230 and  600 milion dollars; 
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responsibility of coordination of the activities of all governmental agencies, of 
connection (it encourages partnership with regional agencies), of prevention 
(identifying trends, patterns and issues associated with economic and financial 
crimes) and of investigation (it sets an investigative information network). The 
first concrete results brought to arrest 100 notorious fraudsters (including a sitting 
member of the National Assembly). The firing of the Minister of Education, 
Fabian Osuji, of the Minister of Housing and Urban development, Alice Mobolaji 
Osomo, and of the President of Senate Adolphus Wabara and of the five other 
legislature members appears to be a significant outcome of the renovated 
commitment to fight corruption. According governmental sources they were 
accused of 15 charges, concerning the giving and receiving of bribes totalling 
55m naira ($416,000). However the opposers of President Obasanjo sustain that 
his commitment to fight corruption is only a façade to cover personal or family 
scandals (the President’s wife was involved in financial scandal last spring). 
Thabo Mbeki’s campaign in South Africa also has its share of lights and shadows. 
After the launch of processes related to Travelgate and the Oilgate scandal, the 
Post-Apartheid President had to deal with the “Zuma Case”. The Vice President 
was dismissed on June 14th without concrete proofs because of accusations 
against his financial consulate, Shabir Shaik, who was condemned to jail for 15 
years a week earlier on corruption charges. 

According to judge Hilary Squires, Shaik gave more than € 143,000 to vice 
president Zuma in exchange of protecting his interests and operated as his 
intermediate with a the French weapon company Thomson. Mbeki’s choice to 
separate himself from a friend and political supporter – a fundamental ally in the 
province of KuaZulu Natal, a key factor in the relationship with the Congress of 
South African Trade Unions (COSATU) and the South African Communist Party 
(SACP) - was seen as a great lesson for Africa, a sign of political and 
administration transparency. However such an act can also be seen functional to 
an aimed choice of a Mbeki’s successor, at the 2009 presidential elections, which 
can be more docile to the advices of the departing President. 

Conclusions 
If the governments of Kenya, Nigeria and  South Africa have apparently 
undertaken a path that will eventually lead to economic revival, many are the 
States where corruption still reigns on the expense of poor citizens and at the 
same time wears local economy system, discourages both local and foreign 
investments, distorts the rule of law and weakens the Institutional system. The 
civil society in Cameroon, Chad, Gabon, Zimbabwe live in the midst of a 
fossilized, immobile and suffocating context. In spite of the clear ailment, little 
has or will change on the vertex level. The opposition parties and mass media 
denounce all acts of power abuse by the governing majority but do not seem to be 
able to reach a  cohesively successful force. 
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Other than the money value of any sort of corruption, there is no difference 
between a macro-corruption tangent of a diamond or an oil company in Nigeria or 
South Africa or a daily micro-corruption throughout the purchase process of a 
primary good in Benin or Senegal; power abuse in a public or private structure 
remains to be an obstacle to a healthy economic progress. 
A corrupter or a corrupt remain to be on the same level: they have to be 
prosecuted by law, because they both subtract gains illegally and seize rights 
against what is permitted by law. Corruption is the antithesis of democracy (it 
fossilizes the “status”, creates a slope and enforces social differences) and free 
market ( compresses competitiveness and prevents productive flow of 
enterprises). Certainly this “ this economical, political and moral cancer” can not 
be completely uprooted but it is possible to limit its damages. 
Political commitment is a decisive element to predispose an aimed strategy which 
includes: 
- development of democratic rules 
- a basic preventative system (from the launch of school plans, application of job 
inducements to national communication plans) 
- an independent and efficient juridical system 
- balance of power within the State 
- freedom of speech and mass-media  
 
Would the rebirth of the African continent result in such a political will?  
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